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McKernan visits UMaine for "Ca

tal for a Day" dedications

by Michael Reagan
Staff Writer
During a busy
to the _University of Maine campus yesterday
Gov. John McKeown dedicated a new telecommunications system
new tennis iourts,and had a luncheon with UMaine students,faculty.
and 'staff.
Orono was the Governor's"Capital for a Day"yesterday and before
his visit to the UMaine campus he also paid a visit to Orono high
school.
McKeman's first stop at UMaine was for a dedication and oresconference in front of the Fogler Library. UMaine President Dale
Lick, UMaine System Chancellor Robert Woodbury,Vice President
for Academic Affairs John Hitt, and numerous state commissioners
as well as UMaine adrninstrators were also in attendance for the
ceremony.
A new telecommunication system.SuperNet 2000, will connect all
major buildings on both the Orono and Bangorcampuses.The system
will provide telephone, computer, and cable t.v. hookups all over
campus. including residence halls.
Representatives from Northern Telecom. the company which will
install the system, were also present for the ceremony.
McKeman said that it is important to be stewards of the University
in order have foresight to make necessary- investments to give to
students in Maine.
See MCKERNAN on page IS
"Ds

ROT offers $352
million budget for '92
PRESQUE ISLE, Maine
(AP)—A "lean and mean"
$351.8 million budget that the
University ofMaine System will
submit to the Legislature for the
upcoming biennium takes into
account the state's ongoing fiscal problems, a university
spokesman says. =
"Everybody clearly recognizes
the state is facing a tough financial situation," Kent Price
said on Monday after the
system's board oftrustees voted
12-3 to adopt the budget proposal for the two-year perion
beginning next July I.
The proposal includes a $1
million increase in student
finincial aid and $2.1 million to
expand marine studies. The
budget provides for expected
tuit On increases of about 7

percent each year, b)k the
board's vote in approviitA the
budget request does not sit tuition rates.
Trustees won't take that acti
until 1991 after they know ho
much money the Legislature is
allocating to the university system.
State funds provide roughly
70 percent of the university
system's educational and general budget. Most of the remaining 30 percent comes from
- tuition and fees paid by students.
The decision to seek funding
to expand the marine studies
program was hailed by Chancellor Robert L. Woodbury.
"Over the years the university
system, principally the University'of Maine,-has earned a na-

See TRUSTEES on page 24
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Measles vaccination set for Thursday
By Bridget Soper
Staff Writer
Cutler Health Center personnel are gearing up to immunize
all first-year and transfer students against measles on
Thursday between 8:00a.m.and
6:00 p.m.
The clinic staff team includes
health educators,peer educators,
University Volunteer Ambulance Corp, registered nurses,
physcians and administrative
staff.
"We are trying to keep to
business as usual upstairs." said
Martha Eastman, registerefd
nurse.
The clinic has enough vaccine
to immunize 2,000 people. '
"Prevention keeps you in
school. If you're no:immunized,
then you're not here,"said Mark
Jackson, director for Student
Health Services.

During the February 1990
measles outbreak at the University of Maine, 50 cases of
measles were reported and between 61 and 72 people were
sent home.
The ntudents sent home were
judgec: to be at risk for contracting measles because they
either had never been vaccinated
for measles or they had declared
themselves to be exempt from
showing proofof immunization
because of religious, moral,
personal or philosophical beliefs.
"Go and get immunized. It
doesn't hurt and it didn't take
long,"said one student who was
vaccinated last year.
"We have a computer printout
of all those students who need
shots," said :Judy West, a data
entry immumtzation clerk.
The clinic is being held in the
basement of Cutler. Students
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can enter through the side door
between the Gannett entrance
and the Bennett entrance.
According to West,she will he
checking the lists to determine
whether a student needs a shot
or not and will be able to explain
why.
Those people who must have a
shot are those whose last immunization was,before 1980 and
those who were immunized before their first birthday.
The vaccination serum used
between 1968 and 1980 was
found to break down when ex -2
posed to heat or sunlight.
"Don't wait until 6:00 p.m.
because they will close at 6:00
p.m.. Come as -soon a; (di,:
students)can. Anyone that has
any question at all about whether
they've had a shot since 1980:
can come and check," West said.,
,:-.347141111=7:
14.
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UMaipe percussionist builds
new tradition in Costa Rica
ORONO,Mai — University ofMaine
percussionist Stdart Marrs returned to
Costa Rica this menth to claim his legacy
as a pioneering Musician in that Central
American country.
Marrs, whose teaching and performace
has influenced tVvo generations of students and developed percussion into a
international art form in Costa Rica,
performed at several locations in San
Jose during the week of,Sept. 9. Marrs
performed together with several noted
professional musicians who were his
students during the 1970's and at the
invitation of the Japanese Embassy. he
also performed with Keiko Abe, world
reknown marimba player of Japan at the
National Theater in San Jose.
The concerts with former students and
with Abe during the week will mark the
first time Marrs has performed in Costa
Rica since moving back to the United
States in 1981 ,although he retuns often to
visit friends and family.
Sharing the stage with former students
who are now professionally successful
and highly recruited was a moving and
significant experience, Marrs acknowledges. "I view them as colleagues, but
when you've been a teacher as long as I
have, it's difficult to cut that bond,- he
says.
As a soloist, clinician, orchestral tin
panist-percussionist, conductor and
teacher, Marrs' professional experience
spans 20 years and three continents. He
received his doctorate in music from Indiana University, where he also taught

from 1982-85,and has earned an international reputation for his mastery of
the large extended family ofpercussion
instrutnents. Marrs,assistant professor
of music at UM isfounderand president
of the Maine Chapter ofthe Percussive
Arts Society and is in demand
throughout the United States and Europe as a performer and teacher.

News Briefs
BANGOR,Maine(AP)- A Maine woman
who spent the last five years working in
Kuwait with her husband had an emotional
homecoming,while another former hostage
:old of her family's escape across a heavily
:mtrolled part of the desert.
Judy Getchell of Unity, greeted by relatives at Bangor International Airport late
Sunday, was too upset to talk to reporters.
She held her head down and was hustled
from the airport terminal.
MANILA, Philippines (AP) - President
Corazon Aquino said Monday it was time to
discuss the "orderly withdrawal" of U.S.
forces from the Philippines, her first public
'al to phase out the American military
ice clashed with hundreds of demonors who demanded that the Americans
go home. At least 17 people were arrested
and seven people were injured in two antibases rallies outside the U.S. Embassy.

Stuart Marrs
Percussionist
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CHARLESTON, Maine (AP) - A
Charleston couple and a New Hampshire
man were killed Sunday evening in a twocar crash at an intersection along Rout 15,
authorities said.
Mrs. Weymouth was driving north on
Rout 15 when her car collided with a car
driven by Desmarais, who apparently failed
to stop at a stop sign at the Center Road
intersection, Sgt. Don Green of the
Penobscot County Sheriff's Department
said.
BAY CITY,Mich.(AP)- The Coast Guard
decided to let an explosion-wracked gasoline tanker burn itself out today rather than
risk another blast. The accident injured 17
crew members and left one person missing,
authorities said.
It was not immediately known how much
of the vessel's cargo of 1 million gallons of
gasoline may have spilled into the Saginaw
River.
The blazing, 392-foot hulk burned through
the night,casting an orange glow across the
water.
NEW YORK(AP)- TV's top-rated dad is
also its highest-paid one, as Bill Cosby
knocked Michael Jackson oat of first place
on Forbes' list of the world's 40 richest
entertainers with two-year earnings projected at $115 million.
Jackson, who had been No. 1 for two years
straight, hasn't put cut an album or gone on
tour this year but still made more money
than any other singer or musical group - a
two-year estimate off 100 million.
He was ranked No.2.
AUGUSTA,Maine(AP)- Teachers from
Augusta, Thomdike and St. Francis are the
three finalists for Maine's 1991 teacher of
the Year, the state Edtication Department
announced.
The three finalists are David M. Garippa
Jr., biology and chemistry teacher at Cony
High School in Augusta; Kimberly Toma
Rhodes, French teacher at Mount View
High School in Thomdike, and Stephen C.
Ell wrd IV, who teaches math,science, an
and current events to grades six, seven and
eight at. St. Francis Elementary School.
BANGOR,Mai (AP)- A Maine woman
who has spent the kst frlie years working in
Kuwait with her hus!)and has returned home.

In a emotional homecoming late Sunday
night,Judy Getchell of Unity was hustled
from the airport terminal by relatives.
"She's all shook up, that's all,- said
Dana Trull, Lee Getchell's foster father
who was among the relatives greeting
Getchell.
DENVER (AP) - A toddler who was
trapped for 14 hours in a 12-foot shaft at
his parents' new home popped out "like
Superman.
'after a firefighter crawling on
his belly through a rescue tunnel grasped
the boy's hand.
Twenty-month-old Kevin Davis was
released from a hopsital with little more
than a scraped elbow Sunday after being
treated for dehydration.
Kevin listened to his mother sing nursery songs and busied himself rolling mud
balls as rescuers dug a parallel hole to the
shaft and then tunneled over to the boy,
who had fallen in on Saturday afternoon.
CUMBERLAND,Maine(AP)- Apple
growers say they arc confident this year's
crop will be much better than in 1989,
when they took a beating from bad
weather.
But they're cautious about predicting
how much better.
"They're looking at a 20 percent increase over last year in terms of bushels,"
said Russel Libby, research director for
the state Department of Agriculture.
He said Tuesday that Maine's apple
growers expect to harvest from 1.9 million to 2 million bushels this year, up
from 1.6 million last year. The 1989
harvest was the weakest in Maine since
1973.
"It was a little bit of an off year (in
1989). We had a lot of rain in the spring
and that hurt pollination," Libby said.
"This year everything is lining up pretty
good and it looks like a good crop.'
Depending on the size ofthe harvest, he
said, apples are either the fourth or third
largest cash crop in Maine.
In a normal year, Libby says, potatoes
are first, worth about $100 million a year,
blueberries are second at about $25 million;and ornamental plants or apples are
third.
Ornamental, or landscape, plants gen}
crate about $17 million normally, followed by apples at $16 million, he said.
"In terMS of numbers,it's going to be up
from last year," said Tom Terison of
Double T Orchard in Cumberland. "But
how much up, time only knows."
Gordon Waterman,an apple broker with
J.P. Sullivan in Sanford, also is both optimistic and cautious about this year's
crop.
"It's going to be better than last year. I
don't know if it's going to be significantly
better. To put figures on it would be
difficult,- he says.
Terison says he is worried that the lack
grain this season and temperature s*ings
will mean smaller apples that tend So be
greener. Although those apples will taste
just as good, they likely will be less appealing to shoppers.
Saturday's rain arrived just Wore
Terison's pickers arrived Monday
morning to begin harvesting Mchaosh
apples, which along with Mcfritosh
variations make up 70 percent of Maine
apples.
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College briefs from around the country

GAINESVILLE, Fla. 1,PS) — The
murders of five collegians in and around
the University of Florida (UF) within
three days have left the campus community in a state of panic, provoking some
students to leave campus and others to
hold protective slumber parties.
"We can't emphasize too much that
students and other members of the community have to be keenly and intensely
aware of security issues," said Joh
Lombardi,president of UF,which invited
off-campus students to move into newly
secured on-campus dorms.
All five of the slain students - two of
whom attended nearby Santa Fe Community College - were found within two
miles of the UF campus.
University of Illinois at Champaign Urbana students also have raised concerns
and complaints about safety in the wake
of an Aug. 13 murder of a student in her
off-campus apartment.

versity official David Burns said Aug.22
i that his school had become the first in the
country to stop giving scholarships to
ROTC (Reserve Officer Trainig Corps)
students because of ROTC's policy banning homosexuals from the military.
1Following ROTC's ultimately futil effens in March to retrieve scholarship
naoney from students at Washington
university in St. Louis, Harvard University and the Matisachusetts Institue of
Technology who it ultimately found out
Were gay,more than 20campus presidents
signed letters to the Pentagon asking it to
change its policy.
None of the schools, however, has yet
carried out a threat to disassociate from
the ROTC program.

HOUSTON (CPS) — Lt. Gov. Bill
Hobby suggested the state close financially ailing, predominantly black Texas
Southern University Aug. 27.
"If you believe in an integrated society
Hobby said at a legislative committee
meeting,"you cannot also be intellectually honest and advocate black universities any more than you can advocate
white universities."
Former TSU Regent Mack Hannah replied,"I am shocked. He is dead wrong
about Texas Southern."
NEWARK,N.j.1CPS)— Rutgers Uni-

IBOSION(CPS)— In a compilation of
aitswers from women at Elmhurst College
id Illinois and at the universities ofGeorgia
ad Louisville, three sociologists told an
*erican Psychological Associaton
A.ence Aug. 13 that campus females
men who lookVrugged but also
i ly" are the most desirable.
.,
. )e most attractive male face was inteimediate rather than extremely mature
orbaby-faced,"said sociologists Michael
C nningham and Anita Carolina State
U iversity ofLouisville and Carolyn Pike
oftNorth Caolina state University in a'
su mary of recent research into what
kindof men college women like.
Is the studies, women associated features
like round faces, thin eyebrows, large
eyes and thin noses with "babyishness."
They associated features like angular

September 10, 1990

faces, large smiles and visible beard
stubble with "maturity."
UNIVERSITY PARK, PA.(CPS) —
Citing ethical concerns about former
University ofIowa student body President
Pepe Rojas-Cardona, student leaders of
all the Big Ten schools except Northwestern University and the University of
Michigan quit the fledgling Big Ten
Student Association (BTS/s), which
Rojas-Cardona founded,the last week of
July, and formed a new group called Net
10.
Iowa state auditors found Roja;-Cardona
had used student funds for al;ohol and
personal travel,for a meal that i;ost $100,
and for renting a Cadillac.
BTSA defectors also cited RojasCardon's plans to get the BTSA to collect
commissions for gather ng student credit

card applications for a bank, saying the
fund-raising tactic would divert the group,
founded last January, from its efforts to
exchange information about campus and
student government issues.
NEW YORK (CPS)— Only 212"private liberal arts colleges' remain in the
United States, and they may soon be
replaced by "professional colleges" that
"cater to current student concerns with
thejob market," warned David Breneman.
former president of Kalamazoo College
in Michigan, in an article about to be
published in The College Board Review
magazine.
Brenernan said such schools, which offer
only bachelor of arts degrees and generally don't enroll more than 2,500students,
have been losing students to colleges that
also offer advanced professional degrees.

College Season Pass

$250A Unlimited

Prior toft
October!

Skiing!

On Sale Daily
Athletic Ticket Office
Memorial Gym 8:30 a.m. to 4:00 p.m.
Ski the Maine Mountain

Cutler Health Center

Dear First Year Student,
We need your support and cooperation. On Thursday, September 20,
1990 we will be holding an immunization clinic. This spedal clinic
is to offer each of you a second immunization against Measles.
The University of Maine experienced a measles outbreak in
February of 1990. We had 50 cases of measles. Every student who
developed a case of measles had been previously immunized. There
are many reasons why the previous immunization did not work
but the important point is that it didn't work. The outbreak caused
severe restrictions for athletic events, disrupted classes, and caused
some students to be excluded from the campus. Norre of us wants
to have this happen again.
Measles is around. Colby College reported a case on September 7, 1990.
We know students visit between the campuses. We don't want
the disease to spread to our campus. So we need you to come to
the center for your immunization
Last year we immunized 1,800 students in one day. The average wait
was less than 10 minutes for the immunization and 10 minutes
observation time. You can expect this same great service from our
clinic staff team including health educators, peer educators, IJVAC
student volunteers, registered nurses, physician and administrative staff.

PLEASE COME,GET YOUR SHOT, AND KEEP MEASLES
OFF THE CAMPUS.
Thank you in advance for your cooperation

Mark ckso MD
DirectSs,for tudent Health Services
PS Students who have received two immunizations do not have to come to the clinic.
Students immunized in 198-90 do not have to come to the clinic.

Measles...
Don't Catch It!!!
•

First Year Students
come to the
Measles
immunkation Clinic
Thursday
September 20,1990
Cutler Health Center
8:00 a.m. to 6:00 p.m.

IIIIIIMPIONwilMallaill01100111111110111111111104111110116.1proopea
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,tudents protest police handling of race-related cal
(CPS) — Students and police at three
different campuses suddenly find themselves confronting each other amid
charges of racism and excessive force.
Temple University and the universities
of Wisconsin-Milwaukee and Illinois
campuses have been plagued by confrontations that,some observersSay,are laced
with racial overtones.

Other observers say the confrontations
are the results of minority students' increasing frustrations with the isolation
and hostility they encounter daily on
campuses.
"These things are finally coming above
the surface," said Dorothy Siegel, director of the Center for the Study and Prevention of Violence, headquartered at
•=m1•••••

OPEN RUSH
Wed. Sept. 19 Informational Sessio
FFA Room Mem.
and
Thurs. Sept. 20 Union 6:30 p.m.
Sun. Sept. 23 Cook-out and volley
ball with Sorority at
Kappa Sigma House 2:00 p.

BROTHEIiii0ODI

Towson State University in Maryland.
"That was just the catalyst that set everything off," declared a member of the
Black Student Onion at Wisconsin-Milwaukee,referring to an April 29 incident
in which campus police arrested foili
black students outside a dorm following a
shouting match that got out of hand.
Black student leaders apparently had
met four days earlier with university officials to complain about unfair treatment
by campus police.
Similai incidents occurred at Temple in
Philadelphia and Illinois at UrbanaChampaign.
At all three campuses, the incidents
were followed by massive student out"We've had this as an undercurrent for
years," said Siegel.
An annual gathering ofblack collegians
at Virginia Beach, Va.,last fall broke into
violent clash with police. The Nation
Guard was brought in to oust the estimated
100,000 students, and 43 people were
injured and 220 were arrested during the
melee.
Students claimed they had been unfairly
singled out because they are black.
The Temple incident began April 26
when several windows and a door at the
predominantly white Phi Kappa Psi fraternity were broken. Fraternity members
chased a group of black students they
thought were the culprits.
A brawl broke out,and university police
took eight students into custody. Eleven
others were injured.
"From the outset," admitted Temple
spokeswoman Kathy Goslinger, "it had

..i.
racial overtones."
Temple President Peter Liacou* ordered disciplinary proceedings against
five police officers and 10 students involved and better training for the seCurity
force.
Liacouras met May 2 with the newly
formed Concerned Black Studeots to
discuss its demands. He agreed tO give,
the group a say in hiring a new diredtor of
security(the cunent director is servjing as
acting director). He refused, howes,er, to
fire any officers or set up an office to
handle African-American affairs, as the
group has demanded.
That's not enough for students.
"We're not going to stop until ie get
what we want," declared Templ4 grad
student Ed Glaude, leader of Con4emed
Black Students, which coordinated May
4 rally in front of the student center to
press Liacouras to meet the rest coI. their
,
demands.
ItsOlving
in
ed)
"Temple is not(interest
the issue but in protecting Tetiple,"
Glaude said.
Champaign (111.) police officers• attempts to break up a large party April 21
and then a mostly black crowd ou ide a
campus bar April 23 also pro pted
charges of racism against the officrs and
a call for an outside investigationJ1 of the
force.
"The Champaign Police Dep4tment
violated their authority by detaining and
arresting African-American stuilients,"
stated a May 2 student govemment
resolution. "There is no show of force at
predominantly white events of a like nature."

1990-91 General Student Senate Elections
v-

The following senator seats are available for representation to the General Studentsenate:
Androscoggin- 1 seat
Aroostook- 1 seat
Balentine/Estabrooke/Colvin- 1 seat
Stodder/ Chadbourne- lseat
Corbett- 1 seat
Cumberland- 1seat
Dunn- 1 seat
Gannett- 1 seat
Hancock- 1 seat
Hannibal/ Hamlin/ Oak- 1 seat
Hart- 1 seat
Kennebec- 1 seat

Knox- 1 seat
Oxford- 1 seat
Penobscot- 1 seat
Somerset- 1 seat
York- 1 seat
York Village- 1 seat
South Campus Area Senator- 1 seat
East Campus Area Senator- 1 seat
West Campus Area Senator- 1 seat
Off Campus Senators- 32 seats
Fraternity/ Sorority Residents- 2 seats

Petition and nomination forms are available in the
Student Government Office (3rd floor Memorial Union) as of Wednesday, Sept. 12, 1990.
Petitions are due back by Thursday, Sept. 20, 1990 at 3:00 p.m.
Elections for new Student Government Senators will be held Thursday, Sept. 27 in the dining commons
(for campus seats) and outside oi the Bear's Den in the Memorial Union (for off-campus seats).

To all Interested students:
The next GSS meeting will be on Tuesday, Sept. 18 at 6:00 p.m. 100 Neville.

)(lin Student Government

Make a Difference.
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Newsletter of Cutler Health Center

SERVICE PROFILE:

IN A DAZE OVER
Mt?

UNIVERSITY VOLUNTEER AMBULANCE CORPS

Sexually transmitted disease (STDs) are a corimort
health problem for college age students. In the Unite4
States approximately ONE PERSON EVERY 12 SEC
ONDS GETS A SEXUALLY TRANSMITTED DISEASE.
Many of the infections have no apparent symptoms, SO
that people may pass an STD on to someone else before
they know that they have become infected with the
disease. There are STDs which do not have cures, Nit
TREATMENT IS AVAILABLE FOR ALL OF THEM. The
best way to prevent the spread of STDs is by taking pefsonal responsibility for protecting yourself. Protecting
yourself protects others.

University Volunteer Ambulance Corps is the primary
provider of Emergency Medical Care at the University of
Maine in Orono. It serves a community of 5,000 people
but during the day that can reach 15,00 with the arrival of
students, employees and visitors. The service also
provides mutual aid to the town of Orono and the city of
Old Town when requested. The service is staffed by
dedicated and compassionate undergraduate and graduate students. Many of them carry a full course load of 15
credit hours or more! These folks also provide coverage
at sporting events and help at blood drives. Certainly, the
students are the back bone of the service.

Learn more about sexualy transmitted ctsease by corning
to the Union on September 19 and 20 for STD AWARENESS DAZE.

With a cal volume of around three hundred per acedemic
year, the volunteers unquestionably provide a valuable
service. The 1987 Type Ill ambulance allows them to
provide the necessary care with ease and comfort. Cal
Written information, videos, and safer sex packages will
primarily of injuries received while under the influconsist
be availabl3 as well as the opportunity to talk to heat')
ence of alcohol or drugs, but sports injuries rank a close
pmfessionals and peer health educators.
second. The service is operated with three personnel
providing care. Two Emergency Medical Technician
A CONDOM
ACTz
provide the emergency treatment and an observer acts
A NSW
HAWIG
primarily as an extra set of hands. The Department of
YOU A 1 IN 5 CHANCE Of CATCHING Olt Public Safety provides an officer to drive the ambulance
GIVING AN STOW
on calls. However,in October the students willacquire al
driving responsibilities after a rigorous screening :and
training program.

.1r_111111114i
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(AMBULANCE

MEASLES H
THE RETURN

MAC SPECIAL

IN

The service is also coordinated by students with the help
of an advisor from Cutler Health Center. The student
coordinators, however, conduct all meetings and the day
to day operation. Other student positions include the
Training Officer. Supply Officer and the Secretary. The
survival of the ambulance service could not be maintained without the firm support of the University Administration and the Community. But most of al it owes its life
to the dedication of its student volunteers.

SELF-CARE ROOM OPENS
As a new service to University Students, Cutler Health
Center has. introduced a Self-Care room on the Gannett
Hal side of; the building. This room will be available on a
24 hour basis for students who wish to learn more about
caring for individual health care needs. This first year is
experimental and the center staff welcomes your criti
cism and guidance.

COUNSELING NOTES
Welcome new & old students to the University The
Counseling Center is now fully operating from 8:00-5:00
in Feats!!! Hal(x1392)and Cutler Health Center (x4020)

proviiint individual consultation arid service. A counselor car be reached for evening emergencies by calling
the Heal h Center at (x4000).
Groups re be starting soon. Watch for mare information

or call
Measles. You may be thinking that you do not
nave to worry about it because you have been
vaccinated when you were younger. But the
evidence shows you might not be protected.
Last year we immunized over 4000 students
The first yew students have not had a second
immunization and pose a serious risk for the
spread of the disease. We are ready to help
you remain in school, without disruption and
enjoying all your favorite activities.
First year students should come to the Cutler
Health Center on September 20. We will have
a special clinit. To make it fun there will be door
prizes, stickers, and other craziness.
Keep Measles off the campus. Come and be
immunized. Thanks!
IMMUNIZED
SEPTEMBER

IiAISSEp TtlE.
CliANCEP •
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SUBSTANCE ABUSE NOTE
interested in getting sense feedback regard' hog your drinking?
Conte en in f.,. free no striags ottodted
drinkers check-up.

•-•

CUTLER lillEAVH CENTER
5$1.4.41
HOURS

SERVICE

LOCATION
GANNETT SIDE
GANNETT SIDE
GANNETT SIDE

WALK-IN
IMMUNIZATIONS
MEDICAL ECORDS

8:00 AM TO 5:00 PM
8:00 AM TO 4:30 PM
800 AM TO 4:30 PM

AFTERHOURS
WEEKDAY
WEEKEND

5:00 PM TO 9:00 PM
10:00 AM TO 6:00 PM

INFI RMARY

24 itiOURS DAILY

GANNETT SIDE

PHARMACY
WOMEN'S HEALTH

8:00 AM TO 700 PM
900 AM TO 5:00 PM

BENNETT SIDE
BENNETT SIDE

GANNETT SIDE

BENNETT SIDE

HEALTH EDUCATION
P.M.P
S.H.A.R.E •

8:00 AM TO 4:30 PM s,
8:00 AM TO 4:30 PM

ATHLETIC MEDICINE
LABORATORY
XRAY
NURSING CUNIC

8:00 AM TO 4:30 PM
8:00 AM TO 4:30 PM
8:00 AM TO 4:30 PM
800 AM TO 4:30 PM

BENNETT SIDE
BENNETT SIDE
BENNETT SIDE
BENNETT SIDE

DIRECTOR'S OFFICE
BUSI NESS OFFICE

8:00 AM TO 4:30 PM
800 AM TO 4:30 PM

GANNETT SIDE
BENNETT SIDE

8:00 AM TO 4:30 PM
RING BELL

BENNET SIDE
LONG ROAD ENTRY

a

individual and greup counseling is also smolt
, able.

HANDICAP ACCESS
IA,FTERHOURS
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Congress clears W
BETHEL. Maine(AP)--,-Legislation to
create a 12,000 acre wilderness preserve
in the White Mountain National Forest in
western Maine awaits President Bush's
signature.
The compromise measure passed its final congressional hurdle Monday when it
was approved in the House of Representatives. The Senate had passed the bill in
June.

President Bush is likely to sign the bill
this week,said Don Nathan,a spokesman
for Rep. Olympia J. Snowe.
The bill, sponsored by the Maine coilgressional delegation, would require the
U.S. Forest Service to manage as wilderness 12,0(X) acres of the 45,000 acres
of national forest southwest ofBethel and
east of the New Hampshire line.
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ARTCARV10 VI
L
Sept. 19-22
UM Bookstore
$20

19-#1990

tawv tries to cope with
second fatal tragedy
TOPSHAM, Maine (AP) - Six years
after their brother was lost at sea, Kevin
and Darin Crocker set out for what they
planned to make their last fishing trip.
Tragically, it was.
"We are sick at heart,"said their mother,
Dolly Crocker. "We are devastated. I'm
tryin3 to get some answers. But I don't
know."
For members of the Crocker family, the
latest tragedy reopens emotional wounds
they suffered when the first of the three
brothers, Christopher, lost his life at sea
on Aug. 9, 1984.
"I think I'm in a dream,and I'm going to
wake up. and this is going to be a nightmare, and they'll be here," said Mrs.
Crocker. adding that Darin had tolct his
wife that he wanted to spend more time at
home with his two child.-en.
Holding a picture of Kevin, a house
builder who was 27,she,txclaimed,"And
this one here, he hares fshing! He hates
it!"
"When he fishes, Kevin has, to have
seasick pills...He usually loses 10 pounds
when he's out there because he throws
up," she said.

Even though Kevin dreaded ispending
four or five days on the rolling •oceari, he
agreed to make afinal trip with his brother,
said Mrs.Crocker. They set outSept.6in
the North wind.
Kevin's body surfaced in a fishing net a
I n air and
week ago. The Coast Guard led a
sea search for the missing brotiier.
When memberis ofthe family got word
that the search was called off Friday,they
were gathered at a Brunswick funeral
home for Kevin's visiting !touts.
"Until then we were still hoping." said
Mitzie Morton of New Harboil, an aunt.
"I'd love to see him walk thOugh the
door, but," she said without finishing her
statement.
Family members only speculate on what
may have happened to the two men, who
were experienced on the sea. They were
described as being very close.
Darin, who lived in Wales, was married
and had a son and daughter: i(evin, of
Topsham. leaves a wife and tWo daughters.
Relatives have been trying to console
the Crocker brothers wives and parents.

c-Carrinlis Cruc, 0...A for Christ
The Weekly Meeting
7:30 Thursday Night
Memorial Union
South Bangor Lounge

3 p.rn

P111 y Mtn t MIMS Avalle

ccc is a student movement that offers a variety of

University of Maine

activities designed for spiritual growth including weekly
fellowship time, small group Bible studies, one-on-one
discipleships, retreats, etc. We invite you to check us
out!

WHY RUSH
SIGMA CHI "EX"?
1)'88-'89 Fraternity
Intramural Winners

Organization/ Info,
Meeting
edr

2) 1st in Fraternity
G.P.A.(Spring '89)
3) Strongest Brotherhood

en#wt
( -30 p0-1
110 Litth

OR 4) All of the Above

Come Check Us Out:
W1'
Thursday, Sept. 20th
WI,ERE: Sigma Chi
WHAT: Spaghetti Dinner
TIME: 5:00 p.m.

everyone is inV4
no experience necce

-

•
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SAT ver
(CPS)- Although their math
steady, this year's college fresh
average verbal scores on the Sch
Aptitude Test (SAT) were lower t
previous classes', the College Board
ported Aug. 28.
It was the fourth consecutive year
which average verbal scores decli
prompting education experts to look
scapegoats and standardized test opponents to repeat their warning that the tests
are essentially meaningless.
"The verbal decline ,this year is
disturbinhg, but not particularly surpnsMg,” said Donald M. Stewart, president
of the College board, the New Yorkbased orgaization that manages the SAT
and other standardized student tests.
The verbal score for the high school
class of 1990 fell three pOints 10 424 out
of a possible 800. The average math
score stayed at 476 out of 800.
Stewart blamed the decline of verbal
scores on students who watch too much

A long list of
excuses for slip
(CPS) - Each August, when average
Scholastic Aptitude Test (SAT) scores
are made public, officials rush to explain
why scores rose, fell or stayed the same
In the years since 1963, when average
scores began a long slide downward that
continues through today, various experts
have attributed students' performance to
everything from faulty tests to the atmospheric testing of nuclear weaponry dur
ing the 1950s.
Here are some more-recent obser‘
lions:
986- Although SAT scores showed no
change from 1985,a University of Michigan study contended that "the reason test
scores were rising" was that test takers'
families generally were getting smaller.
The fewer the people in the student's
family,the higher the student'sSAT score
tended to be, the study showed.
1987 - William J. Bennett,then head of
the U.S.DepartmentofEducation,blamed
another year of little change in average
scores on school that wasted tax dollars
"Holding ground is better than losing
groung, but we're still seeing an insufficient payoff for what we've invested in
education. We need accountability for
results," Bennett said.
1988 - Average scores dipped. Bennett
once again blamed the schools, although
he did his best to pep them up.
'I said in April that'the absolute level at
which our improvements are taking place
is unacceptably low.' Today it's a bit
lower, and still not acceptable. C'mon
team! Hack into training."
1989 - When years of steady improvement in 'minority students' average SAT
scores ended, it was because some 5th
dent were being badly prepared again.
said Donald M. Stewart of the College
Board, which administers the tests.
"We believe that the score differences
among ethnic groups and between men
and women reflect wide disparities in
academic preparation, or lack of it," he
said.
1990 - Scores on the verbal portion of
the SAT fell again, prompting Stewart to
blame television.
"Students must pay less attention to
video games and music videos,and begin
to read more," he said.

scores for first-year students drop
television.
"Students must pay less attention to
video games and music videos,and begin
to read more," Stewart advised.
"Reading is in danger of becoming a
ost art' among too many American
students, and that would be a national
tragedy," he continued.
Lynne Cheney,chairwoman of the National Endowment for the Humanities,
cited "dumbed-down" textbooks, unprepared teachers and course work that is
"not as demanding as it should be"for the
decline.
Last October,after her group sponsored
a study showing that a large percentage of
college seniors didn't know key historical dates and phrases, Cheney called for
colleges to implemen! a 50-hour core
curriculum for their humanities programs.
The College Board report found that
minority students constituted 27 percent
of the students who took the SAT, 2
percent more than last year. However,

their scores showed little or no improvement.
Mexican Americans and Puerto Ricans
dropped one point each in verbal and
mal:h while other Hispanic students fell
six points in verbal and two points in
math.
Verbal scores for African-American
students rose one point but fell one point
in math.
American Indians posted a four-point
verbal increase and a nine-point math
increase, while Asian-Americans improved by a point in the verbal and three
points in the math test.
Yet critics shouldn't bother measuring
the ups and downs of various groups'
scores on the tests because the tests
themselves are flawed, SAT critics
maintained.
"You can't accurately measure the
nation's academic temperature with a
defective thermometer," said Bob
Schaeffer of Fairtest, a Massachusetts

organization which opposes standardized
testing. '
Schaeffer agrees American education is
decaying, but blames public sclool's
fixation with multiple choice testing for
the phenomenon.
John Katzman,presidentofthe Princeton
Review, which coaches students raking
the SAT, called the College Board "a
bunch of bizarre guys."
"The important thing to rememher is
that the SAT this year is a little less
relevant to anythinggoing on ir! high
school, college or business," Katzman
said.
Both Schaeffer and Katznian found irony
in the fact that the College Board.is reportedly looking into adding essa; tests
and open-ended math questions ro the
SAT to make it less coachable.
"They(the College Board)keep saying
the SAT is not coachable, but they say
they're going to make it less coachable,"
Katzman said.

St_wly Skill Calender
September - December 1990
Every Wednesday afternoon during the months of September, October, November, and December in tile
North Bangor Lounge, Memorial Union at 3:15pm an important series of group study skills worksho
will be presented to help you develop efficient and productive study habits. If you are unable to atten a
workshop of interest to you, visit New Student Programs, Chadbourne Hall, to obtain handouts and/dr
schedule an individual meeting with the Study Skills Coordinator, 581-1826
September
September 19
The Role of Your Academic advisor
have you met with your Academic Advisor at least once this semester? Find out how to get the most from your Academic AdvisOr
and how t 3 develop a relationship with her or him that will help you achieve your educational, personal, and career goals !
September 2¢
Goabetting - Academic and Personal
Learn how to establish goals and objectives to enhance your organizational skills and motivate you to accomplish tasks in a .
designated amount of time.
October
October 3
Note Taking Tactics
How do you keep up with the fast-talking instructor? Learn some different methods for takirig lecture notes and some tips on hOw
to become an active listener in the classroom.
Qcssizial0
Managing you time
Yes, there really AFtE enough hours in the day! Learn how to arrange your priorities to design your own system for using time
effectively and efficiently.
QS:lanai
Reading More Effectively
Are you experiencing textbook trauma? Find out how the SQ3R study system can help increase your reading comprehension,
memory, and speed.
Skolln.24
Test Taking Strategies
Overcome the obstacles of test taking by learning some effective strategies for preparing for and taking objectives tests and essay
exams.
November
November 7
Writing College Papers
This workshop will focus on developing techniques t create and write well organized college papers.
November 14
Maximizing Your Memory
Learning how to store memory in your brain will help you understand how t become a more successful student. Be prepared MI
share some memory techniques and find out which types of memory aids work best for you.
Lluygnale.s_211
Superlearning
What kind of learner are you? This popular workshop will evaluate you learning style and assist you in organizing and
strenghtening you stud) hibits.
December
December 5
Stres.s Management
Learn how to gain control of the things th it ause stress iii you life and how t relax under pressure.
Vccember 12
Preparing for Final E:tams
Master the techniques to help you prepare for cc mprehensive exams and papers.
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Cheney fires Air Force general for public comments
By Robert Burns
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP)—Defense Secretary Dick Cheney fired Gen. Mike
Dugan as Air Force chiefofstaff Monday
after Dugan's public comments about
contingency plans to unleash massive air
raids on Iraq and target Saddam Hussein
personally.
Dugan, in the top Air Force job only
three months, violated Pentagon rules by
publicly discussing likely military targets
inside Iraq and disclosing classified information about the size of U.S.forces in
the gulf area, Cheney said.
"There are certain things we never talk
about." Cheney said in explaining his
decision to fire Dugan. He cited "operational aiatters" such as the selection of

specific targets for potentisl air strikes
and the targeting of foreign leaders.
"Gen. Dugan's statements as reported
in the press and as confirmed by him to
me — failed all of those tests," Cheney
said.
Dugan was away from the Pentagon on
Monday and not available for comment,
his office said.
The Air Force chief took the job in July
and quickly gained a reputation for
openness with the news media and the
Congress. One gesture that illustrated
this departure from past Air Force practice was Dugan's decision to give defense
reporters laminated cards listing his office
phone number and the numbers of his
chief aides.
Dugan, 53, retains his four-star rank,
but he is expected to retire.

The STUDENT MEETING AND
CONFERENCE TRAVEL FUND (SMCTF)
for Undergraduate Students will hold its first
competition of the academic year. This fund serves
Undergraduate Students who need financial assis- tance for travel to meetings/conferences of an
academic nature. Applications must be submitted
to the Office of Academic Affairs (209 Alumni Hall)
by Friday, October 5, 1990.
Money will be awarded for travel taking place prior
to February 8, 1991. Applications can be obtained
at the Office of Academic Affairs (x1547.

SUBWAY'S
STUDENT SPLCIAt
Buy any footiong sub
-

,

'
•,

"Protocol demands that he retire," a
Pentagon source said. "There's nojob in
the Ail Force he could really hold now."
A senior Defense Department official
said Cheney fired the general not simply
became Dugan spoke openly to the news
media but because he said things for
which he had no authority.
"It's saying things that aren't true; it's
sayini; things that weren't his decision to

make. He's not in the operational chain
of command, and the idea whether
Saddam Hussein is persodally targeted
— those are the 'decisions ahat are up to
the president to make," said the official,
who spoke on the condition of-anonymity.
Cheney fired Dugan after conferring
with President Bush.

SOUTH PORTLAND, Maine (API—
A consultant's conclusion that the Maine
Turnpike will need additional lanes by
1994 even if traffic growth lags behind
projections may prove "comforting" to
backers of the project, says the chairman
of the state Board of Environmental Protection.
"It doesn't say very much new," Christopher Livesay said of he consultant's
report,"but the zonclusions are the.same
conclusions reached by the (Maine)
Turnpike Authority."
The report, by Thomas Gorrill, vice
president of DeLuca-H.offman Associates ofSouth Portland,says traffic growth
of just over 3 percent over the next four
years would create subi tandard levels of
service along the four-lane toll road.
The turnpike authority's own consultants have projected traffic growth of 5.5
to 6.5 percent by 1994, the year lanes
between York and Scarborough would be
completed.
While (3orrill's report does not endorse
widening of the 30-mile stretch of the
turnpike, it gives a boost to arguments set
forth by proponents of the project.

The report was commissioned by the
environmental board, which could decide as early as next month whether to
approve environmental permits for the
widening.
Meanwhile, environmental activists
have announced plans to collect signatures in an attempt to put the question of
Widening the turnpike before voters in a
statewide referendum in November 1991.
Brownie Carson, executive director of
the Natural Resources Council of Maine,
which is spearheading the initiative campaign, disputed the consultant's projection of 3 percent traffic growth as excessive in light of the rise in gasoline prices
and a slumping New Englid economy.
"We disagree with thq fundamental
oremise of the consultant! on that. The
low could be substantially lower than 3
percent," Carson said. ,
Supporters of the project disagree.
The economy may sour fiar a few years,
said Bruce Kidman, spo -man for the
Maine Committee to Revitlize the Turnpike, but over 10 to l5yeaks,5 percent to
6 percent growth is a"conservative"estimate.

!
Consultant says 'widen pike

There's an
IBM PS/2
made for every
student body.

'-q610100011010Notag

and get your second

FREE*
*Present Student ID- NO LIMIT- offer good
only at 621 Hammond St.
:
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Exit 46 621 Hammond St. Bangor
990-1444 Open Late 7 Days

•Low student pt
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floniable,flexibir
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Offer Good Until Nov. 1, 1990
'Second fnotIong sub must be-of equal or lesser price.
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New teachers feel lack of training
By Lee Mitgang
Al'Education Writer
NEW YORK(AP)- More than nine of
10 first-time teachers this fall are brimming with optimism that all children can
learn, but many ;fear they lack adequate
training to reach increasingly troubled
students.
A survey of 1,002 fledgling teachers
released Monday found that 93 percent
"strongly agree," and 6 percent "somewhat agree" that "all children can learn."
Eighty-three percent agreed strongly tha
they can make a difference in their sal
dents' lives.
Six of 10 belieVe the public respecl
teachers.
But 58 percent said they wish they hat
more practical training before enterin
the classroom. Two-thirds said they NIlieve all teachers should be required ti
take a national standardized test to provi
their qualifications to teach.
And 45 percent also agreed that even thi:
best teachers will find it tough to teach
more than two-thirds of their students.
Three-fourths believe many children come
to school with so many problems that it's
hard for them to become good students.
The survey,"New Teachers' Expecta-

tions and Ideals" was sponsored by Metropolitan Life Insurance Co., the eighth
in a series of polls of teacher attitudes
conducted by the insurance firm sir cc
1984.
In corat'ast to the optimism expressed
by fledgling teachers in this latest pol' a
survey & more than 21,000- practicing
teachers released two weeks ago by !he
Carnegie Foundation for the advancemiit
ofTeaching found that61 percent consider
orPOor. It also
morale at their schoolsfair.
found a majority souring in the progress
of School reform.
"I can almost guarantee that unless
government and other institutions start
solving the out-of-school problems of
kidt, and unless our school change dramatically to support teaching and learning, five years from now this idealistic
and committed group of new teachers
will be leaving the profession in droves,"
said Albert Shanker, president of the
American Federation of Teachers, reacting to the latest results.
Teachers in the Met Life survey were
selected randomly from a list of teacher
college graduates compiled by the
American Association of Colleges for
Teacher Educaiton. Most were entering
the teaching force this fall.

Jewish New Years Greeting from ttillel
Students are welcome to attend all Bangor synagogues.

Win a
$1,000
Scholarship!
AnswetYES to five questions;
qualify f r a $1,000 scholarship!
1. Will you be a junior or senior
in college as of September 5, 1990?
2. Are you majoring in Business
Management, Marketing,
Retailing, or related field?
3. Are you a Maine resident?

HIGH HOLIDAY SERVICES SCHEDULE;

4. Do you have an accumulated
grade point average of 2.5 or
better?

Congregation peth El (Reform).
Corner Main St. & Union St., Bangor
Contact Phil Brooks, President 862-4498
Rabbi Shoshana Perry
7:30pm
Sept. 19
10:30pm
Sept. 20
Sept. 21
Sept. 28
Sept. 29

,
144
Rabbi J
Contact

fl.tLL

Eve of Rosh Hashana
Morning Service
Tashlich - Boat Landing
2nd Day Rosh Hashanah
Kol Nidre
Yom Kippur
Memorial Service
Evening Service
Neilah
Havdallah

,9:00am
7:30pm
10:00am
4:30pm

(Conservative!
945-3433
-: ...ltberger 947-5558
Irian Minsky 942-4644
6:30pm
Sept. !9, 20 & 21
7:30am
Sept. 20 & 21
Kol
6:15pm
Sept. 28
Yom
8:00am
29
Sept.
7:05pm Fast

Shanah Eveniing Service
!Service
PUr

Congregation Beth Abraham(Orthodox)
145 York St., Bangor 947-087f)
Contact Rabbi Henry Isaacs

For additional information or if in need of a ride, call
Maxine Harrow, 581-1820

5. Are you a full time student?

BANGOR MALL
IS AWARDING T14/0 $1,000
SCHOL4RSHIPS THROUGH THE
JOSEPH I UNOBSKEY MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP FUND.
The foli, wing items are required:
-Corm ,!d application form,
availaL t the Bangor Mall
inforrni ;r1 booth
-0fficidi danscript of grades
-Two letters of recqmmendation from
school Officials, professors,
employers, or others not related
-Stater4ent of expectations, plans and
goals fOr the future

ENTRY DEADLINE IS
SEPTEMBER 30, 1990
Full information is available at the
Bangoir Mall Information Booth.

';•tes of Explosive Political (It Social Issues
lay's at 12:20 p.m. Sutton Lounge Mem. Union

Sept. 20

,

Faces of Li Salvador
ii,;, kkey, Photojourna .! and
human rights
ac tivist.

021 mall
btmgor

-,sqf
A;4!.4
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Brennan proposes am ci or violent crime victims
PORTLAND, Maine(AP)- U.S. Rep.
Joseph Brennan proposed on Monday
creating a compensation fund to help
victims of violent crimes, but Gov. John
R. McKernan accused him of being a
latecomer to crime-fighting.
Brennan took his campaign for governor before the Mane Proscutors
Association's annual meeting. He proposed the compensation fund and called
for the state to adopt tougher punishment
for repeat criminals.
Brennan said, the compensation fund
would help victims pay for their medical
bills and any counseling they ,need. He

said it could be paid for with a $3
subcharge of all people convicted of a
crime in Maine.
Later Monday,Mckernan issued a news
release that essentially accuFd Brennan
of swiping his ideas on hilping crime
victims.
McKernan's campaing contended that
the Republican governor proposed on
Aug. 20 setting up a task force to draft a
victim's "bill of rights" and create a
victim's compensation fund. The campaign contended that McKernan proposed
paying for the fund with a surcharge on
people convicted of crimes.

McKeman accused Brennan of taking
an election year "get touch" approach on
crime. He added that he waS"glad to have
ht to preserve
Joe Brennan aboard in the fi-i,.s
the rights of the victims of crime."
Brennan campaign spo man Frank
O'Hara said the difference in the candidates' positions was that McKernan had
proposed setting up a task torce to study
the situation.
"Not everything require4 a task force
and a committee. Brennaz is willing to
make a commitment on this," O'Hara
said. "To sa:/ that Brennan is a Johnnycome-lately on crime just doesn't hold

any water."
In addition to proposing the victimscornpensation fund,Brennan,who served
as governor for two terms before
McKernan, called for adopting a itpeat
offenderslaw mandating stiffer sentences
for repeat criminals.
"Much ofour crime problem come from
hardened career criminals," he said. But
Maine doesn't have a law giving judges
the flexibility to impose stiffer sentences
for repeat offenders.
McKernan responded by saying that his
administration already had toughened
laws for repeat offenders.

Protestors demand resignations
N"
C

41
1%
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Memorial Union studimt craft program
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Photography
Basket Making
Candle Making
Te Dstelb0
Quilting
for everyone
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MOSCOW(AP)- Tens of thousands of
demonstrators marched to the Kremlin
Sunday demanding thatPreaident Mikhail
S. Gorbachev and his prime minister resign to take responsibility for the country's
deepening economic crisis.;
"The Economy is a Disaster," read
banners carried by the crowd, which
gathered under heavy rain at Gorky Park,
crossed the Moscow Risler and then
headed for central Moscovr, where they
listened to speeches outside Red Square.
THe crowd of about 50,000 followed
the same path taken by demonstrators
earlier this year. Many matchers carried
white, blue and red Russian flags from
the pre-Bolshevik era, and they shouted
"Gorbachev Resign!""Rythkov Resign!"
Participants in rallies in May and, July
called for the removal of Prime Minister
Nikolai Ryzhkov and the leadership in
general. But the demand that Gorbachev
step down was new.
Ryzhkov and Gorbachev support different economic programs The prime
minister favors a more conservative approach to reform, while GOrbachev has
thrown his support behinc much of .a
radical blueprint for swift and dramatic
n.tforrn supported by legislators from the
Russian republic.
`sachev,however,has been criticized

for not implementing market reforms
sooner. Soviets face shortages of food
and many other products; store shelves
are bare.
Sunday's rally came a day after a leading reformer, Moscow Mayor Gavriil
Popov, said on national television that
Ryzhkoy's Cabinet should step aside for
a government trusted by the people, the
15 Soviet republics and foreign nations.
Popov said Ryzhkov had no real plan
for reforming the economy.
Ryzhkov, who appeared in a seperate
TV program Saturday night,defended his
plan for moderate economic reform and
said: "we will stop at nothing to implement it."
Ryzhkov and Popov were interviewed
briefly_ of the evening news program
Vremya,with longer versions played later
on seperate channels.
Popov, who quit the Communist Party
in July and favors the plan for radical
economic reform drawn up by economist
Stanislav Shatalin,said:"the government
did not have, does not have and does not
want to have any real plan for a transition
to the genuine market."
He said Ryzhkov's government was
responsible for the deplorable state of the
Soviet economy, the lack of consumer
goods and a gnawing deficit.
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1;10 User Fee per Semester.
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Custody battle brings surrogate parenthood to courts
SANTAN ANA, Calif. (AP) - The
childless couple and the young woman
sturck a bargain: Mark and Crispina
Calvert would give Anna Johnson
$10,000, and she would bear a child
created from their egg and sperm.
The deal went Wrong. Now,just weeks
before the birth, the Calverts and Ms.
Johnson are locked in a bitter custody
dispute that is moving from the TV talk
show arena into the courtroom.
Lawyers for the three sides - the fetus
has a court-appointed attorney - are preparing their strategies in a case called
unprecedented even in the cutting-edge
realm of surrogate pregnancies.
The issues: What makes a parent - the
genetic link or the act of bearing a child''
And what is the legality of the surrogate
contract?
The outcome, experts spy, could be a

groundbreaking ruling or a narrow deci sion that doesn't go-beyond that of any
other custody case. A pre-trial hearing is
set for Thursday in Superior Court,
Harold LaflamMe, the fetus' attorney.
said his goal is to avoid protracted litigation and an in istable life for the child. A
narrow ruling based on the child's best Interests is possible, he said.
California courts "try to avoid constitutional disputes, try to fit cases into the
family law scheme of things," he said.
H. Joseph Gitlin, head of the surrogacy
committee of the American Bar
Association's family law section,agreed
that the child's interests may outweigh
other issues. ,But if Ms. Johnson is found
link to the child, "that
to lack a g
Calverts) a lei, up," he
surely giv
said.
Califomijral track fecord in fam-

ily law - giving the nation such concepts
as no-fault divorce - makes it more likely
that thc surrogate contract will be upheld,
Gitlin said.
But even if the contract is ruled invalid,
"I see the court deciding the case on the
same basis as the Baby M case: That is, in
the best interests of the child," he said.
In that landmark New Jersey case, the
child was conceived by a surrogate
mother, Mary Beth Whitehead, with the
sperm of a man whose wife couldn't have
a baby. Whitehead reneged on the arrangement, prompting a bitter custody
tight that was won in 1988 by the father,
William Stem, and his wife, Elizabeth.
The judge ruled the contract invalid and
awarded them the baby.
However, in that case,Ms. Whitehead
was genetically the child's mother because she provided the egg. hi the Cali-

fornia case, Calverts agreed to provide
bath sperm and egg for a so-called testtube baby.
Complicating the California case is a
claim from Ms. Johnsonis attorneys that
tie fetus might be her natural child. And
because one adoption could involve fedi ral tribal-protectiot laws that give preference to Indians. Calvert, 34, is white
and his wife Filipin9.
Mrs. Calvert, 36, and Ms Johnson, 29,
net at the Santa Ana hospiial where both
worked as nurses, Ms.Johnson agreed to
undergo an embryo transplant for the
Calverts for $10,000.
Mrs. Calvert was unable to conceive a
child naturally because ofa hysterectomy.
A single parent with a 3-year-old daughter,
Ms.Johnson said she had seen the contract
as a way to put herself through graduate
nursing school.

Commission kills
discrimination
case
AUGUSTA, Maine (AP)- The Maine
Human Rights Commission rejected
separate revese discrimination complaints
Monday by state Labor Department employees who claimed they were unjustly
turned down for new jobs within the
agency.
Both cases stem from the hiring of
women following a reorganization within
the department. The department has an
affirmative action policy.
Stephen Sargent, who worked as chief
of unemploymentcompensation taxation,
was passed over for a job with a new title
but essentially the same duties, his lawyer. Kini Vandermeulen, told the commission. Sargent has been employed by
the department for 27 years, he said.
Vandermeulen argued that the
department's affirmative action was
faulted because it had failed to establish a
pattern of past discriminatory practices
within the agency against women.
In addition, he said that Sargent's rights
were unnecessarily abridged when he was
forced to take a pay cut after a woman was
hired for the newly created position.
Vandermeulen cited federal case law
that establishes standard_s for affirmative
tion programs. He said the standaals
are more strict for govermental agencies
than for private entitles.
A Superior Court appeal of the
commission's ruling is planned.
Vandermeulen said.
In the second LaborDepartment.
Robet Pomerleau claimed he was
tint ofreverse discrimination that oc
when the department hired a less-qu
female candidate for a job dealin
unemployment compensation fie
erations. Ponterleau also said
performed a similar job before the;
ganization.
„. An investigation of the case, ho
vealed that Pomerleau's rejection w
not based on his qualifications entire I_
His reviewers differed with Pornerleau
on management'style and the agency's
mission.
Neither federal nor state law requires
tployers to hire a candidate on the basis
of superior qualifications alone, according to Patricia Ryan,enecutive directi,ri,f
The commission. Employers may
base their decisions on subjective jtahi
merits they make as a result of interview.,
she said.

• HERE'S WHY
THE SMART MONEY AT
UNIVERSITY OF MAINE
IS GOING WITH TIAA-CREF
AS IF THE FUME DEPENDED ON IT.
ecause it does. Smart investors
know that your future depends on
how well your retirement system
performs. TIAA-CREF has been the
premier retirement system for people
in education and research for over 70
years. We have enabled over 200,000
people like you to enjoy a comfortable
retirement. And over 1,000,0C° more
are now planning for the future with
TIAA-CREF.

B

SMART MONEY LOOKS FOR SECURITY,
GROWTH AND DIVERSITY FOR
RETIREMENT SAVINGS.
Security—so the resources are there
when it is time to retire. Growth—so
you'll have enough income for the
kind of retirement you want. And
diversity—to help protect you against
market volatility and to let you benefit
from several types of investments.

THAT'S EXA,CTLY WHAT YOU GET
WITH TIAA-CREF.
TIAA offers you the safety of a
traditional annuity that guarantees
your principal plus a specified rate of
interest, and provides for additional

growth through dividends. CREF's
variable annuity offers opportunities
for growth through four different
investment accounts, each managed
with the long-term perspective essential to sound retirement planning:
The CREF Stock Account
The CREF Money Market Account
The CREF Bond Market Account*
The CREF Social Choice Account*

CALL I-800442-2776
TO FIND OUT MORE
Our experienced retirement counselors
will be happy to answer your questions
and tell you more about retirement
annuities from TIAA-CREF.
Experience. Ptrformance. Strength.
Your future is protected by the largest
private retirement system in the world.
We have done so well, for so many, for
so long, that we currently manage
some $85 billion in assets.

Ensuring the future
for those who shape it."'

nsiitutional retirement plans: but are
The CREF Bond Market and Social Choice Accouats may not be available under all
available for all Sumilernentid Retirement Annuity plans.

ext 5509 for a
For more complete information, including charges and expenses, call I 800 842-2733,
money.
send
or
invest
you
before
carefully
prospectus. Read the prospectus
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ti, !ter three decades of unequaled achieve-

I

ment in space exploration the National Aeronautics and Space Agency finds itself with an uncertain and dim future.
Since the fatal Challenger incident in 1986 NASA
has been unable to extricate itself.fmm a continuing downward spiral. Failures have come fast and
furious for the troubled agency.
Though, the,Challenger incident does not mark
the moment when serious flaws began.
Problems began in the mid.- seventies with a
economically squeezed NASA placing all its eggs
in one basket. The concept of a reusable space
shuttle to place satellites and equipment in orbit
was highly attractive. It even looked good on
paper. Astronauts would pilot the vehicle and be
able to repair hardware ills while still in orbit.
Difficulty withthe space shuttle began before it
ever left ground. Troublesome tiles, problems
with computer software,and fuel leaks sabotaged
the shuttle program before it lifted through the
atmosphere.Problems which have not been solved
continue to appear unsolveable.
Repair of satellites in orbit proved faulty as well.
Memories of the broken Solar Max and impotent
mechanical arm come readily to mind.
Basing the program on human reliant structures
seemed ambitious andglorious at first, especially
when other countries opted for the cheaper preprogrammed rockets. Then seemed dangerous
and more than the public could stomach after the
Challenger incident.
Glitches in other projects also became appearant.
Flaws were exposed in the vision of the Hubble
telescope, and the Magellan Venus probe was
rendered deaf and dumb for a while when NASA
found itself unable to communicate with the
probe's computer.
President Bush's speech last year revealed a defMite space agenda. His proposal to establish a
station on the moon as a base for sending humans
to Mars, in the near future, is wishful thinking.
NASA claims with an enhanced budget the moonMars mission becomes a a more definite prospect.
Will it really solve the problem? Just a little more
money, please?
With all future space plans resting squarely on the
shuttle, which at „this moment cannot escape the
confines of a launching pad, NASA may find this
one 1.1 hard sel'
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Crime and punishment
by Steven Pappas
Don't push your luck.
Besides, it's easier to push
someone off a bridge.
Too easy. It was too easy.
Last Friday night, in a threestreet, two-horse, 300 university-vehicle town,I had my fun.
I waltzed down the main street
looking for a bar to find my
unsuspecting victims.
Methodically,I chose the most
jam-packed bar I could find.
So many people.So much fun.
After having a few screaming
orgasms (That's a drink). I began sctunoozing with the regular schmoozers.
They are easy to spot. They
strut, wiggle, and schmooze
across the floor leaving a trail of
Mill wauk
. ee's Best behind them
from a tipped pitcher.
They say "hello" to everyone
along the way except tte nonasranoozers, who are usually
.gas who read comic books,
and go to bars to watch Madonna
videos on Ml'V.
The biggest strutter had the
most bodacious, bleachedblonde,built-like-a-brick-house
babe bound by hand.
I knew as soon as he let the
hand go the night would begin.
I bought my own Best,dragged
it all across the floor while
weaving my way from the bar to
Schmoozer Central where the
Hulk and the follower were
schtnoozing.
Propping myselfagainst a pole
with my empty pitcher. I waited
for the missing link.
Sure enough, he walked toward me, leavir.g the trail. An
ape-like schmoozer with glazed
eyes.
Knowing he was sufficiently

intoxicated, I waited for him to
take his position between me
and the terror twins.
He belched, stammered, and
stared straight ,ahead saying
"hello" to everyone but me.
Ironically, "Vogue" was on
MTV.
Fated. I loved it.
The Hulk dropped the blonde's
hand, and that was my cue for
action.
"Ike," I exclaimed two feet
from his face. He shook his head
as if trying to focus on me. We
both knew his name wasn't really Ike.
"Ike, where you living? How
are classes? Is your roommate
still smoking crack? Do you
believe in God,Ike? Can I borrow your economics homework? I heat your car was stolen, geez, too bad. He your
spilling your beer, let lne get
that."
In one swift motion',I stole the
confused giant's pitcher,poured
the Best on the blonde's backside, and replaced my empty
pitcher in his hand.
"Whoa,"I yelled."You spilled it on that beautiful girl."
The confused giant turned to
look a: the beer soaked blonde
and the Hulk staring at his empty
pitcher.
Ofcourse, my near full pitcher
proved my innocence.
Then, I weaved my way back
as the two begar pushing and
shoving.
Outside, I waited. Under a
stree: lamp I began reading the
last ::'ew pages of my Batman
comic book.
Ininoments,the bar door flew
open and the two giants were

thrust into the main street still in
a fighting frenzy.
Soon,like clockwork,the crowd
followed. They schmoozed out
ofthe bar and stood in the middle
of the road (like typical
schrnoozers). and watched these
two cretins beating each other to
a bloody pulp.
I let the crowd get a little bigger
—about 200 people — and then
I began to mingle, again.
"You know what?" I asked another Hulk, "That big guy is a
townie, can you believe it?"
The fight increased by one.
"Hey,that smaller guy's a cop.
He pulled me over last week," I
yelled from the rear of the pack.
Chaos. Just like it was planned.
I hai to laugh.
Then, to put the cherry on the
sundae,I followed two guys who
were tearing down a nearby hill
onto a bridge to exhaust themselves further,and beateach other
a little more.
'Me smaller guy was obviously
faster,so he disappeared into the
night.
"Geez, Louise, that little
bastard's fast,"I said coming to a
slow jog with the beaten boob.
"(Expletive) jerk," he said
staring into the night.
"Yeah," I agreed.
"(Expletive), I'm gonna boot."
He leaned over the tail and let
out the rest of his tensions.
"You swim?" I asked.
"Yeah. I'm on the swim I—."
I walked back to the bar to
-see
cops from every . town in the
United States.
"Hey, some guy just jumped
off the bridge to- get away from
another guy," I told the, beer
soaked blonde.
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Response
UMaine parking options at a glance
Fo The Editor:
It seems like the university
could come up with other ways
to solve the illegal parking
problem beside towing and
ticketing. Most students, especially new ones do not realize
they will have problem finding
a parking space until fifteen
minute;before their class.(We
don't make the class schedules,
, register people for
we don't sell parkOnce students
are the parking situhave three options:
ation
Class. Go home and
1)
keep i Ind that tomorrow they
should show up at 7:30 AM or at
least allow an extra half hour to
cruise all forty something
parking lots on campus.
2) Spend half an hour cruising
all forty something parking lots
and hopefully make it to class in
time to catch the last fifteen
minutes.
3) Park illegally.
When a lot fills up, why can't
"Public Safety" post a sign that
says "LOT FULL - PLEASE
TRY LOTS WEST OF ROUTE
2A." It would take a lot fewer
manhours than writing umpteen

parking tickets, although it
would be alot less lucrative.
Why aren't lots west of route
2A clearly marked? Most of
them look like _someone's
driveway from the road. Unless
you can drive and read a map at
the same time, you don't realize
they're there. If safety is a priority, as the name of their department impies,shouldn't they
take any precautions possible to
prevent the daily rirual of impatient commutets driving
around in circles among crowds
of pedestians? Why can't
parking permits be issued for
specific lots, with prime spaces
available on a first come, first
serve basis. There would only
be one mad rush per:fear instead
ofa daily mad rush. Commuters
would go straight to their assigned lots (which hopefully
were not oversold by the parking office) instead of milling
around futively.
Why aren't there convenient
alternatives to driving yourown
car? Busses to Old Town .aop
running at 5:42, bussei. to
Bangor stop at 6:15. Some
classes and most special events
let out later than that. Understandable, most people prfer to

have their own personal transponation, rather than risk being
stranded. Carpools are an option, but they take time to recognize and are not always reliable.
A parking ticket is expensive
and a hassle. Getting your car
towed is worse and it can damage your car's alignment. Towing companies will not take responsibility for damage. It is

understandable that cars should
be towed for safely reasons, but
why should the University risk
damaging someone's car because it is parked in the wrong
color lot or in tit dirt? Some
"violations"can be appealed. If
you win the appeal, the towing
fee is refunded and the fine is
waived. That does not compensate for time lost. Taxpay-

ers pay a lot of money,we or our
parents raid a lot of money and
we are irstesting a lot,of time to
get an education, not get
harrassed. Ticketing and towing
may eventually curb illegal
parking, but at the cost of antagonizing students and exhausting Public Safety Personnel.
Irene Heitsch

GOP elects Dave Barry as VIP
By Dave Barry
"those of you who care deeply
about America's future will be
alarmed by the contintiing efforts of high-level Republicans
td recruit me as an influential
national leader.
The method they're using is
direct mail. As you n lay recall,
several monthes ago I reported
that I had received a letter from
U.S. Sen.P h Dole,inviting me
.to join the Republican Senatorial Inner Circle, a prestigious
group open only to those
Americans who meet the rigorous entrance requirement of
forking over $1.000. Sen.Dole's
letter said that for an additional
$285,I could to to Washington
fora"closed-door briefing' with
"key Washington officials,"
PLUS attend a di nner-dan
with President and Mrs. Bus
Needless to say,I was severel
tempted, because -when hig
level Republicans get toget
they definitely know ho
"party down" to
"rap" tunes:
"I'm from the Gknow how to DANCE,
I do the bunny hop in
green PANTS.

i
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I know how to boogie,
I know how
to JIVE,
I got a statue of a jockey at the
end of my DRIVE.
(CHORUS:)
Feclin' so good, momma,
feelin' so right;
Think I might fold my S&L
tonight."
Unfortunately.I was busy with
various other obligations, such
as washing my dog,and I never
got around to joining the Republican Senatorial Inner Circle.
So you can imagine my surprise
when,several weeks later, I got
a letter from ANOTHER Republican U.S. senator, Don
Nickles. (True anecdote:
President Reagan once publicly
regerredto Sen. Nickles as"Don
Rickles." This caused much
sernent because of course
RICK LES is not a senator.
s our ambassador to Iraq.)
.Nickles' letter invited me
nan even MOREexclusive
p called The Presidential
ble, which is"made up
n and women, just like
If, who have tremendous
th in the future of our nation
years of experience to share
our leader."

This came as news to me, because almost all my years of
experience involve trying tc
think up new bodger jokes. IC!,
hard to picture our leaders
wanting me to share this with
theM, or even necessarily to
shake hands. But as Sen. Nickles
says4 "I wouldn't extend this
invitation to you if I did not feel
you Were qualified to become a
member."
What they are looking for, in
the Way ofqualifications,is five
grand. But it sounds like a heck
of a deal. As Sen. Nickles explaids: "...The Presidential
Rouridtable operates much like
a priVate club f— a club whose
members meek, talk and dine
ome ofthe most improtant
w
peopl.: in the world ... President.i y.s. Senators, Cabinet
Officers, White House Officials, and some of the most important people in America to.day." For example, they're
planning a golf outing with
former President Gerald "Look
OUTI" Ford, a possible appearance by former President
Dick"Dick"Nicon,arid(I swear
I am hot making this up) "an
elegant dinner it the Watergate
Hotel."

Quite Frankly,this sounds like
more fun than I would be able to
stand without the aid of prescription drugs. But ANOTHER
Republican U.S. Senator, John
Heinz, waging me to act quickly
on Sen. Nickles' offer. "I hope
you are making l)lans to, join
us," he says.
By this point I was begthning
to wonder whether these senators had anything Io do in Washington aside from try to get me
to be in ex-elusive clubs with
them. I was halfway expecting
them to start sending me sweepsuakes-style laws with pictures
of Ed M,cmafion telling me that
I might already won a Valuable
Prize, such as a foie-function
LCD wristwatch or a working
Stealth bomber. '
"How desperate are they?" I
was asking myself. "How low
are they going to sink?"
This is when I. got the letter
from Vice President Quayle. I
am still not making this up.
"Dear Mr. Barry," the Vice
President begins. "It gives me
great pleasure toinform you that
at the last meeting of the membership committee of the Republican Senatorial Inner Circle,
your name NvitS placed in nomi-

nation by Senator Connie Mack
and you were accepted for
membership."
The Vice President also states
that "Arnold Schwarzenegger,
George Shultz,Sam Walton and
other distinguished Americans
have already joined the Inner
Circle."
"I urge you to respond as soon
as possible," he says.
Now I am really oncerned. I
am wondering:
Does this mean I owe them
money?
Can high-level federal official
FORCE me to be in their club?
Could I possibly be appointed
to the CABINET via direct mail?
If I don't respond to them. Will
I hear from an even HIGHERlevel official, in fact the Most.
powerful Republican on the
planet?
Arnold
Namely
Schwarzenegger?
These are some of the questions I'm pondering as I await
their next letter. Meanwhile,
I've started reading the noncomics sections of the newspaper so I'll be prepared in case I
wind up in charge of the foreign
policy. Alio I'm in the market
for some lime-green wnts.
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Navy looksinto
rape charge
TOPSHAM, Maine (AP)—Six Navy
personnel have been undergoing questioning,by local police and naval investigators looking into the alleged gang rape
of a 19-year-old woman in a Topsham
apartment.
"No arrests have been made. They're
not in custody, but they're being questioned at this time," said Lt. John Avery
of the Topsham police.
Avery said he could not provide any of
the circumstancesofthe alleged rape early
Sunday morning or say if the woman
knew her attackers.
He said police and the Naval Investigative Service unit "have tentatively
identified the participants and they're
currently under the control of the investigators."
Lt. Cmdr. Mike L'Abbe, public affairs
officer for the Navy's Patrol Wings ofthe
Atlantic Fleet, said the six suspects were
all Navy personnel, but he declined to
identify them further."
The Naval Air Station at Brunswick is
located about four miles from Topshani.
he said.
The Naval Investigative Service declined to comment. "Our policy is to
make no comment on any investigation
that is ongoing,"said an NIS official, who
refused to be identified.
L'Abbe said he could not provide any
details. He said the six suspects would
not be restricted in their naval activities
unless they were charged.
L'Abbe said the investigation was being
controlled by the Topsham police, who
were being helped by the naval investigators.
He said the case would remain within
the civilian legal system since the alleged
attack occurred off Navy property.
He added, however, that the military
justice system does have jurisdiction and
could come into play if the civilian authorities do not charge or try the suspects.
Topsham police logged the report of a
"gross sexual assault," the legal term for
rape under Maine law, at 12:56 am.
Sunday.
hi U.S.
seeiects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/ MC or COO
Limy

Sex Matters
• Q: Does alcohol have any effect on
sex? First Year, Female
A: Alcohol is probably the best known
and most widely used drug. In
Shakespeare's"Macbeth"a character asks
what drinking causes and the porter replies. "it provokes the desire but takes
away the performance." In small amounts
it reduces sexual Inhibitions but in large
amounts it leads to erection problems in
men and lack oforgasm in women. Even
a small amount can lead to temporary
dysfunction. On a more serious note,
when someone has been drinking, and
especially when both partner's have been
`i drinking, communication and safer sex
tend to "go out the window.", With so
many serious sexually trinsmitted diseases around,that's a high!price to pay for
having sex when you're drunk.
Q: What is the average size ofa penis
(really!!)? Senior, Male
A: Woody Allen once said that ne was
the only man he knew Who suffered penis
envy. I think he was wrong. It's fairly

by Dr. Sandra Caron
common for men to worry about their
penis size. Some people have suggested
that since the growth of the penis ta one of
the marks of puberty,somehow the association between penis size and manhood
is made. Unfortunately,men's magazines
frequently advertise'yenta enlargers which
exploit male anxieties (and don't work,
by the way!). In it's unerect or unaroused
state the peals is usually between 2-1/2 to
4 inches. In it's erect state the penis is
usually 5 to 7 inches. 'It's important to
know there is rtO relationship between the
aim of a rtian'S penis and his ability to
have sexual intercourse or to excite his
partner. A larger penis will not make a
woman have an orgasm any more that a
smaller on a.ill
do men use %Limed for sex
Q: N‘
and hos,can a woman tell if a guy is
using her for sex before she sleeps with
him? Sophomore, Female
A: Not all men use women in this way.
Many guys want to have sex only within
the parameters of a meaningful relationship. A meaningful relationship is not an

instant achievement;one doesn't develop
a meaningful relationship at a single party.
in a casual conversation, or because you
bumped into each other at the Bear's Den.
Friendships take a while to build, ahd
develop best on a basis of shared interest
and experiences. If there is no meaningful relationship and no friendship, thdre
may be no way for you tote!! why another
person wants to share a sexual relationship with you.
Q: Can I get a woman pregnant if we
have sex during her period? Sophomore, Male A: Yes, if she happens to be ovii.
at the time,assome women do. Hoc,i.
most woman ovulate (release an
the middle of their cycle - not ce.i ug
menstuation. For example, if a wonitan
begins menstruation every 28 days, she
typically ovulates on or around the 14dty
after the start of her period. linlesc vt.)u
are willing to risk pregnancy, I sun' •tt
•!
the two of you talk about at
method of birth control. it's sue
safe than sorry.
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McKernan

continued from page 1

"The quality ofa state's infrastructure is
now going to be measured in the number
of yards of fiber optic cable that a state
has rather than miles of pavement," hesaid.
For the groundbreaking cerernony,
McKeman and Brian Davis, vice-president of the northeast region of Nortem
Telecom, donned hard hats and dug into
some.of the soil in front of the library as
Bananas the Bear looked on.
Half of the funding of the $7.7 million
telecommunications project is coming
from the 1988 bond issue for the University of Maine and the remaining funds
are being provided by Residential Life.
The network,scheduled to be completed
in December 1991, is also expected to
have important cost savings when installation is complete.
"What we're looking at is a comprehensive telecommunications system using ...
thousands of miles of cables which will
tie all of our beildings together for voice
communication, computer communication, and video communication," said
Lick.
Lick gave an example of a student in a
residence hall who could key into the
automated library systm and search for

books the student is interested in.
"We will certainly have when it is put in
place one of the most modern telecommunications systemsofany institution ot
higher education in America," Lick said.
Chad Crabtree, president of student
government, said "it's definitely some
thing that's very beneficial not only to the
university but to the srtudents on campus.
But when the system is being installed.
Crabtree said, there may be some problems related to laying cable all over campus, such as noise or roads dug up.
Due to rain, the press conference on the
Supemet 2000 was taken into the Bangor
Lounges of thc Memorial Union, where
the governor's brown bag luncheon and
open forum was also held.
A number of state commissioners and
U Maine admistrators were also present at
the lunceon in the lounges. During the
forum the governor also referred to a few
of the commissioners to give more detailed answers tp some of the questions
that were raised.
When asked how the UMaine system
do in the budget for the next biennium, McKeman first explained that the
state experienced a budget shortfall, not
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Recycle the Maine Campus
by sharing it with a Mend.

I started a nursery.
I constructed a well.
surveyed a national park.
I taught school.
I coached track.
I learned French.

IinsIN THE
pElicE coot

Come talk with Peace
Corps representative.
Table at Memorial
Union from 10-2pm
on Wednesday, Sept.
19th.
Movie: "Let It Begin Here" and Informational session with
refreshments, 2pm, Sept. 19th in the Hamm Room, upstairs
in the Union. For more information, contact Iver Lofving
100 Winslow Hall

.1111111111M111111111111

Tau Epsilon Phi

Senior Council
is looking for interested
, Juniors and Seniors to help plan an
organize graduation and graduatio
activities for the upcoming year.
If interested contact Carol in Student Act. Office

Please apply by Sept. 25th
MAJOR IN CAREER
Scram THROUGH
AIR FORCE ROTC.

Whether you're maiorthg
in a highly specialized area or
seeidng a broader liberal arts education, you can build a hip*/ level ol Iota/
career potential Join Air Force ROTC.
IN
That one step distinguishes you above all I others
about 4 mitiIn your Add.It shows that you're serious
you I be
gives
t
vating greater lonttenn opportunitiesA
serve
will
that
skills
leadership
chance to develop
throughout your We. Call

CAPT WILLIAMS
207-581-13114

60 YEARS OF FRIENDSHIP
OPEN HOUSE RUSH
Monday Night Football
Spaghetti & Meatballs
Wed. 19th Steak Dinner
Thur. 20th Mexican Night
Mon. 17th

For more information call 581-4156
380 College Ave
(House with purple stripe)
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Don't Drink and Drive...
DiSCOVER A CAR I1 DIRT

NL,TWORK WITH UMAIN
GRADS THROUGH THE

,kIN1' NAL.
PRO lit

)14

NTOR=GUIDE,HELPER ADVISOR
Ihis grave marker is a warning appearing on U.S. Route 2 in Bangor.

ISU presents US/Iraqi forum
(CPS) Hoping to avoid fights and
violence between Middle Eastern and
American collegians hire at home,Iowa
State University(Isu)said it would set
up a forum to let sts dents vent their
emotions about the Ut Red States' confrontation with Iraq pe icefully. "Human nature beini what it is, there
will be patriotic overtutes on both sides,"
said Tom Thielen, ISU's vice president
for student affairs. "We're no looking
for anything of a severe nature, but we
think things will happen."
Ohio State University officials ate also
braced.
"It is inevitable that there will be some

',TINI/AE VOLUNTEERS IN 14 MAJOR
CM H:,'TF1,DS ARE WAITING TO HELP YOU...
For more information,ca .top by the
CAREER CET
Wingate Hall
TeL #581-1359
Fax:(20 581CO-SPO

er Cent: And th-

•

problems of harassment towards the
Middle Eastern students," said John
Greisberger, program director for International Students and Scholars.
It's happened before.
In the I 970s, before Shah Mohammed
Reza Pahlavi was ousted by the Ayatollah Ruhollah Khomeini's revolution,
stipporters and opponents of the Shah
regularly battled,I Awn violently,on U.S.
campuses.
After Khomeini took power and seized
52 American embassy ernfiloyees in Tehttran as hostages in November, 1979,
anti-Iranian demonstrations rocked
American campuses.

ON CAM
No(

-NoYrobiem - GET A MAINEC:',

Your MaineCard( the U. Maine I.D. Card) can become your
charge card to the Dining Services on Campus.
Open your account by depositing a minimum of $25.00.
When you present your card to the cashier, you draw upon
that balance.
Your balance is computed everytime you use it, so you alwar,
know how much money you have left in your account.
BUILD YOUR CAMPUS DINING SERVICE PURCHASING
POWER!
9tzi discount or more.
On your account today:
The Maiti;Thr..f i
8
58 4566
*Commuter & U.Ntaine Em: yees - choose an \
meals/week the NI:iineCard Debit Plan,
Residence Hail Students - add
regular n1,,

or more on top of your
plan

**University Employees - All Meal Plans can be pure11.1
through the Payroll Deduction Plan.

•••••••
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ATTENTION STAFFORD /GSL BORROWERS
New Changes to Federal regulations require that all new
borrowers under the Stafford/GSL and Supplemental Loan for
Students/SLS attend an entrance interview/loan counseling
session. This affects ONLY those students who have borrowed
or will borrow a Stafford/GSL or Supplemental Loan for
Students/KS for the FIRST TIME at the University of Maine
during the 1990-1991 academic year. Those students who
have borrowed under these programs at the University of
Maine during prior years are exempt from these new
requirements.
If you are a new borrower, you WILL NOT receive your
Stafford/GSL check until you have attended an entrance
interview/loan counseling session. If you have already
attended one of these sessions at the Orono campus, you will
not be required to attend again.
•

DATE

PLACE

TIME

9/20

Sutton Lounge, Union

4:00pr

9/25

FFA Room, Union

6:00p'

9?27

Sutton Lounge, Union

10.1

The Mal,tc
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Sun ey finds
WASHINGTON (Al, • .-unemaii.s are
growing increasingly disenchanted with
the two major political parties, associating Republicans with wealth and greed
and Democrats with incompetence, according to a survey released Tuesday.
"Since 1987, there has been a significant upswing in feelings of mistrust of
political lea.
disillusionment with
politics :w.! '••
of powerlessness,"
said the •' • .
irror survey titled "The
People. the
s & Politics 1990."
The stu,
.! the gr..
and econi..i:
the wealthiest Americans "thre...
subvert traditional partisan pet,
block the effective resolution or
and economic issues."
Another finding was that while "anticommunism is fading as a factor in
American politics, anti-Japanese sentiment has soared as economic expectations plummet." Equally dramatic was
the Jecline in support for Isreal.
"Dislike for the Japanese has become

Mandela faces
cri m n al charges
JOHANNESBURG,South Afrie A
- The government said Tuesda
•A !II
charge Winnic Mandela with kidc.i el rit
and ii• • ale a move that could end,:iiger
its pc., • t.. I s with her hus band's Mimi
National,longress.
Mrs. Mandela, wife of ANC lcader
Nelson Mandela, will be charged in the
alleged abduction and beatings of four
Men at het home in December 1988. One
ofthem, 14-year-old Stompei Seipei. was
found dead.
Mrs. tvlandela•s bodyguard, Jerry
Richardson, was convicted of murdering
Seipei and sentenced to death last month.
At his trial, the surviving victirrs testified
that Mrs. Mandela, 56, beat them with a
whip. She denied wrongdoing.
The announcer' ,t Attne as Mandela,
the country". tt• •••t;. wn black leader,
met with oti-6.t. 'SC officials to discuss
the police crackdown on black factional
fighting in townships around
Johannesburg.
Mandela on Monday threatened to suspend the peace talks if the government
rails to halt the ,triage that has killed
• Aug. 12. Most of
nearly 800 black •
• :iveen Xhosa and
the fighting has t
rcrs and the Zuluother black ANC -•
based conservative lnkatha movement.
He said new police pleasures annocriLe..!
Saturday, including reinforcements,
roadblocks, weapons searches and
mounted machine gunson police vehicles,
would be"ineffective"and were a"license
to kill" for security forces.
Mandela has staunchly defendfed his
wife and might be encouraged by supporters to break off talks ilthc government
proceeds with the proisecutiton.
President F.W. de Klerk and Mandela
met twice last. week a' rid both say they
want black-white talks on ending apartheid to move forward as quickly as pos
sible. But the township battles.combined
v.- ith the charges against Mrs. Mandela.
make setbacks appear more likely than
breakthroughs.
Klaus von Lieres und Wilkau. .
general for the I. )1
Court, had said
tion of the Richardson case before deciding whether to charge Mrs. Mandeltt.
"After careful consideration of all di':
relevant facts, in,:•!1!,!-• possible impl i •
cations beyone tt ...• r. •.iiial legal ones, I
have decided to pl - ,,.ccute Mrs.Mandela,"
he said in a state, :.•nt.

-nt with both parties

•

(,11.

[no, mainstream," concluded t
vey. "It is no longer primarily
trated among the kinds of people who
have been hit especially hard by Japanese
competition."
"Growing dislike for Isreal is evident
across all demographic, political and social groups, except among American
Jews," the survey said. But is also said
that "It is important to note that the sharp
decline in identification with the causes
of the Palestinians."
Presidetit Bush fared as well in this as in
other recent surveys, with 76 percent giving him very or mostly favorable ratings.
The findings were based on face-to face
interviews in May with 3,004 adults. A
random sample of 1,000 was
reinterviewed between Aug. 19 and 25.
The responses for the overall sample had
a margin of error of plus or minus 2
percentage points.
The responses were analyzed by
Princeton Research Associates andziatnpared to the findings of a similar study

ilkIlt

conducted in 1987.
In the three years between the two studies, there was little change in American's
affiliation with the major parties - the
number of people identifying themselves
as Republicans increased 3 percentage
points, while those calling themselves
Democrats declined 4 points.
The survey found 33 percent of the
respondents called themselves Democrats,28 percent Republicars and 39 percent independents.
"Beneath this surface stability however,
ther are volatile forces at work"said the
study. It concluded that "both parties
have declined precipitously in the public's
estimation."
Even among people who are the strongest supporters of the Democratic Party,
the party was viewed as "incapable of
governing America successfully and unclear on what it should stand for."
Despite the Republican success at holding the White House. the survey concluded the party "has been unable to

capitalize on-these declining Democratic
fortunes because the GOP itself is now
seen by a majority of the public as the
political instrument of the nation's rich
and powerful."
On abortion, the survey found 55 per-,
cent saying they opposed restrictions on
access to abortions. However, among
Republicans and those who lean to the
GOP,47 percent opposed restrictions and
48 percent favored them. Democrats and
those inclined to support the party opposed restrictions by a margin of62 percent to 33 percent.
When asked about attitudes toward Japan,56 percent gave a favorable opinion
and 39 percent unfavorable. Three years
ago,69 percent viewed Japan favorably
and 27 percent unfavorably.
On Isreal, 44 percent rated the country
favorably and 45 percent unfavorably.
Three years ago,the split was 65 percent
favorable and 27 percent unfavorable.

kweiG;lean ahead ofthe class.

The new HP48SX and
a free'library card'can
get you there.
With over 2100 built-in functions,our

new HP 4SSX Scientific Expandable
calculator takes a quantum leap into
the 21st century Buy an HP 48SX
between August 15 and October 1,
1990,and HP will send you a free
FiP Solve Equation Library card (a
$99.95 retail value).
The plug-in application card alone

contains more than 300 science and
engineering equations,as well as
tm0401)(Ift

E0110MOIN WM

WO VISIT

2i)

ENTER

1+/-

IEEX. Z IDEL

411

the periodic table,a constantslibrary,
and a multi-equation solver. It like
having a stack ofreference books right
atyour fingertips.
The HP 48SX calculator is so ntivanc(41.
it will change the way you so ivi‘ pr di
lems forever. It integrates graphics
With calculus,lets yt al enter equati ins
the way you write them,and does
automatic unit management.
Check your campus bookstore or If P
retailer for HP's range afcalculators
and Special back-tti-school offers. •
Then check out the calcUlators that.
*re years ahead of their class.

There is A better way.

123
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Cops share information on attempted child abductions
ALFRED. Maine(AP)- Police from 17
agencies shared information Tuesday
about a rash of child abduction attempts
that have spooked many parents and children is southern Maine.
Over the past 2 112 months, police have
received reports of eight attempted child
abductions in York,Oxford and Franklin
counties, but they have found no connection among the cases.
-We're all running into dead ends,"said
Jeff Huston, chief deputy of the York
County Sheriffs Department.
Last Friday, Portland police arrested a

1

attempts," Huston said.
During their 2 1/2-hour meeting, he
said, the investigators decided against
forming a joint task force to investigate
the reported attempts.
"Normally, you use a task force when
you have a crime that requires a great deal
of investigation and you don't have
enough manpower and need help. That's
not the case here. We- have ample manpower - we just don't have enough leads
to follow," Huston said.
At the meeting,the investigators decided
that two officers - Capt. James Miclon of
the Oxford County Sheriffs Department

36-year-o nan and accused him of trying to I
ildren away from an elcity. But Portland
1
ementart
found no evidence
police $a
tied abduction
linking
in southern Maine.
attempts
be some links they
To see
is from the towns
had mi
abduction attempts
where
occurred met in York County on l'uesday
with other police agencies.
"The purpose of our meeting was to
more or less swap intelligence concerning the growing number of abduction

WOKING FOR COLLEGE
•
ASSISTANCE? WOK TO
AIR FORCE ROTC.

and Sgt. Dane Tripp of the Paris police would try to collect and distribute information on all of the cases and on any new
reports.
"From all the information we've gathered,there does notseem to be a common
thread among these- cases." said Steve
McCausland, spokesman for the state
Public Safety Department,which has been
mooitoring the progress of the local investigations. "These sltem to be separai,
isolated cases."
There have been seven reported attempts
in York and Oxford counties, and one in
Franklin County.

WORK STUDY
POSITIO SoAvAILABLE:

You may be eligible for a
scholarship that can pay full
college tuition, texibooks,fees . .
and $100 each acadatik month.
Best of all, your future will get la boost
that lasts a lifetime. You'll respond to the challenge to becorae a leader, graduating with a commission as an Air Force alter-an individual with solid management skills and an unlimited future.
This can be your world through Air Forte ROTC.
Contact

FFICAtI,WORK

GENE

'40N:

CAPT WILLIAMS
207-581-L184

STUDIES
CENTER
14 Coburn Hall or
phone 581-1435for an appointment

Leadership Excelienoe'*rtsfiere

VP

11.1111111%

ARMIN.1111■11111110111111111116111111111111111
.81

A'TTENTION ADVERTISERS

The deadline for placing display or classified advertising in the
Maine Campus is two working days before the date of
publication at noon.

For Monday's paper the deadline is Thursday at noon.
For Wednesday's paper the deadline is Monday at noon.
For Friday's paper the deadline is Wednesday at noon.
Please take note. There will be no exceptions.
Thank yot

.

or your attention to this matter.

,
4,41004/81XIMPTV
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TRAINING

Things got p
jeutwe tot ulis job. I'm
sure my college degree and good grades kept
me in the running. But in the end it was the
leadership and management experience I got
through Army ROTC that won them over.
Army ROTC taught me responsibility, selfdiscipline and leadership. Those are things you
,IList can't learn from a textbook.
I don't know where I'd be right now if I
hadn't enrolled in Army ROTC, but I do know
one thing for sure ...I wouldn't be here.

GM)!

Call 51-1125
for more inforrnition or
.visit us in the
Field house.

CORPS
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diet Presents

4th ANNUAL Avx
34 ELOW-OUT
at Bass Park Auditorium
1-207-883-3669
Bangor, Maine

hur, J-iy, Sept. 20, 6:00 PM to 9:00 PM

, SE- )t. 21, 9:00 AM to 8:00 PM
,4-J-4,ut fay .71:epte 22, 9:00 AM to 8:00 PM
Sunday.
'3, 9:00 AM to 5:00 PM
Dynafit Comp
Reg. $375

P..),ots
$129

Kastle FW1 Adult Skis
Reg. $265
Now $89

S39

SOS Ski Sweaters
Reg. $180
Now $69

$110

Raichle 270 Boots
Reg. $235
Now $79

Raichle Jr. Hot
Reg. $90
Kid Package
RD Rad Dog Skis
Marker M6
Colt Poles
Mt/Wax/Test
Tecnica Boots

Asst. Kids Mittens
Value to $19
Now $5

Valued at $360
Now Only $159
Jr. Neon Bibs
Valued at $60
Now $29

Adult Package
Dynastar Ski
Look GR55
Mt/Test

Kastle Skating X-C Skis
S59
Reg. $260
.4
Head Racing Os
Now $14.95
Reg. $35

$280
150
35

Asst. 89/90 Jackets
by such famous names as
Head, Tyrolia, BG, Anarolap,
Avia, Sub Zero,
Black Diamond, Elho
and more
./(0 to 80% OFF LIST

Reg
•

•

One Piece Ski Suits
Starting as low as $99

Adult Bibs
Reg. $80
Now as low as $9
Adult
Beginner Package
Kastle FW1
Look GR55
Colt Pole
Mt/Wax/Test

Valued at $485
Now $149

Nw
'0..)
1.41,

32'.;
425
:300
lEO

Reg.
$150
90
180
215
180
160
.160

1:y4:4

4"

209

Ma ker M24
Maker M6
'4 Ma ker M38
Sal )rflon 957C
Sabmon 857
Sal)mon 757
Marker M26

r

r.:Pr,r•

'

Ao,

38 F3

i

';';

•

•

'

$265
150
35
35

BINDINGS

SKIS
Head Radial SC
Head Radial Hot
Head Supra
Dynastar
Dynastar Sport 88
RD Bad Dog
RD Cougar
RD Soft Coyote
Kastle SLM
Kastle Champions
Kastle Ti Racing

Head Racing Jr. Skis
Reg. $160
Now $59

Adult 3 Pin X-C Package
with Skis, Binding, Poles
Mounted
Reg. $160
Now $39

Valued at $465
Now $89

Reusch Racing Gloves
Reg. $90
Now $49

Special Purchase
Marker M16 Racing Jr.
Now S49
Reg. $100

1-

f

I

Now
$ 59
39
109
-

Is
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UMaine fielu iockey looks to break ties
By Erika Hurtubise
Staff Writer
The University of Maine field hockey
team travels to the University of Rhode
Island at Kingston this weekend to face
Drexel University and URI, two teams
the Black Bears have not faced in Coach
Jeri Waterhouse's seven-year reign.
UMaine (3-3-1 overall. 0-1 Northeast
Atlantic Conference) will put together a
patient, but speedy game tempo against
the Atlantic-I0 teams. The PI sck Bears
play Drexel Friday afternoon and URI on
Saturday. Next year, Drexel will join the
NAC,as well as the Universiiy of Delaware. The Black Bears have an abundance of talent and several seasoned veterans, and have quickly taken advantage
of these factors,as the following statistics
show:
Senior goalie Deb McSweeney has made
77 saves in seven games including two

shutouts. She compiled 30 saves during
last weekend's two games at UNH.
Senior forward Amy Corbett has four
goals and one assist and leads the NAC in
scoring ,while teammate Lesa Densmore
holds the second place position in the
NAC with three goals.
In seven games,the Black Bears have an
average of 18.7 shots on goal,and average
eight penalty corners per game.
For the first five garnets ofthe season,the
Black Bears traveled to St. Louis,Mo.and
played through extreme temperatures of
more than 95 degrees. During their Saturday afternoon game against Kent State
turf temperature reached 106 degrees.
forcing several water timeouts.
, The first game saw UMaine lose 6-0
against Iowa. However. the Black Bears
quickly bounced back and beat Miami
(Ohio), 1-0, Kent State, 3-0 and Toledo,
3-1. Home team St. Louis thwarted
UMaine's winning streak besting them 3-

2 in the Black Bears final game.
Last weekend at the University of New
Hampshire, UMaine played Colgate to a
,.)-0 tie in double overtime, but lost to
UNH, 1-0.
There was some question about a possible UMaine goal against Colgate, shot
:from the top of the circle (16 yard-line)
according to Waterhouse.Game official;
canceled the goal saying the shot was
made from outside the 25 yard-line, illegal as of this reason. In past years, a goal
could be sca-ed from anywhere on the
field.
Waterhouse said U Maine played tough
throughout th:game,controlling Colgate
in the second half-and in each overtime.
Against UNH,the Black Bears had"good
chances and good opportunities to score,"
Waterhouse said."Defensively,we played
well that day. However,we did not adapt
well to the surface or style of play."
Waterhouseexg I ained"Midwest teams

Chester G. Bridge -ont lex dedicated

play very aggressive,clean,honest games.
In the East, we play rougher." Also, the
artificial turf UMaine played their first
games on allows a mut h faster, cleaner
game than that played on the soft, grass
fields in the Northeast.
UNH scored the only goal of-the game
through a penalty stroke with about eight
minutes left in the second half. The Wildcats, 1-0 in the NAC,share the first place
position with Boston University, a 3-0
winner against University of Vermont.
Against Drexel and URI,"we will go
back to our patience of two-vee ones
(strategy of attacking one player of the
opposition with two Black Bear players)," Waterhouse said.
"We tend to want to use speed. We have
a great deal of team speed, but we tend to
use it more and more as we get frustrated."

Golf team young
but promising
By Scott Belt
Volunteer Writer
The University of Maine'golf team has
hit the•linkr, once again for another season, however this year will be quite a
change from past years.
Art Guesman retired as coach, Brett
Porath-unquestionably one of the best
golfers in the history of the school-has
graduated and is trying the pro tour, and
not one senior is on the roster. And after
finishing 19th out of23 teams at the West
Point Invitational this weekend,you might
expect a new coach to worsy, but not
William Porter, who said,"All of them
have the potential, we just need to be

John Br
r. ))I,

Bridge tennis complex. Looking on
)
d dresses the crowd gathered at the dedication ofthe Chco,
John Baer)
by
(Photo
Bridge.
David
:,olines, Dale Lick, Jot,n McKernan and

By Jeff Pinkliam
Staff Writer
The yol.t u done by Gov. John
; in a debate or in the
McKeman
s on the tennis courts.
newspapers. I;
McKernan a! University - of Maine
! L. Woodbury
System Charic,!:
for casual
exchanged the! hit the ball
attire and tenn)s
:on cerback and forth at al:G.
Chester
urt
12-co
emonies of the new
Tuesday.
on
Bridge Tennis,Complex
Tile $170,000 complex, fund,s! !!!
entirely with private and in-kw,: ,nations, replaces the old courts beh LI.: the
Memorial Gym hich had fallen into
direpair.
t!,ress up in Bangor
MrSeman,
/ me on the old courts
said , spent

bothering members of the varsity team to
hit some balls and I can't express how
pleased I am to sec the new complex
completed."
The naming gift for the tennis complex
was donated by the Bridge Construction
Corporation, owned by John and, David
Bridge. sons of Chester G. Bndge.
"Tennis is a sport of a lifetime and I
hope this new complex is a big addition to
the students of the University of Maine,"
John Bridge said.
The new tennis courts were also ben• $10,000 or
efited by sever:;'
The Bridge
•!
d,
more. Those
Sandra M.
ov),;-atioti,
t.
tion
Construc
the Lane
hilton,
K.
Bngitt
and
Hutchins
n and
MacQuin
ion.
Corporat
tion
Construc
Sorts Contruction.H.E. Sargent,Inc.,TriState Tennis Corpora:ion, the alumni

classes of 1940 and 1960 and a donation
from thecombined alumniclassesof 1975,
1970, 1965, 1960, 1950, 1945, 1940 and
1925.
"Itis good to see people give back alinlc
of what they have received and I would
especially like to thank the Bridge family
as well as everyone else making donations," McKeman said.
UMaine President Dale Lick said the
new tonnis complex whould be a big
additien to the Orono community as a
whole, not just to UMaine students.
"If you look at this facility you can gee
be
it is absolutely gorgeous and ;t
•rmrn
,.
a help to the youtn, the te
and the UMaine students w.
s
said."We just had a lot of pc,nee,1
in
hatTh,
concern for a program
ac

See 1'1 INNISon page 23

patient."
Porter, who said he didn't want to see
the program be a casualty of budget cuts,
brings over 35 years of golf experiencewhich is greatly needed on a team comprised of five juniors,seven sophomores,
and two freshmen.
"We're young but we're going to be
good," Porter said.
That youth showed at West Point, as
only two out of five golfers broke 80 on
day one and just qnc on day two.
—We were fumbling around the first
couple of days," Porter said.
But', that's not to take away from the
strength of, the other teams in the tournament.
The top 13 teams were all within 21
strokes ofeach other, with the University
of Hanford and Pat Sheehan, who shot a
65 on or • i g day, leading the way.
• +ins were definitely there,"
-Th.
who saw his team come back
Port
) st day and finish strong as all fly;
golfers shot under &O.
That finish shines a light on the season
ahead, as well as other future seasons.
Four of the five UMaine golfers were
sophomores, the other was a freshman.
-We've got a lot of potential," Porte:
A grzat deal co
ophomore Bourke t

s in the hands of
len, who led the

See GOLF tin page 22
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Women's soccer loses 6-1 ar d 3-0
"They (Keene State) have an outstanding forward from Ireland,Philo Robinson,
who made a great play and scored,"
Buckley said."We need to be more aggressive going to the ball and we have to
maintain possession once we get it. We
didn't get too many shoes."
"We played well the whole game.Keene
State has some outstanding soccer players," she said.
UMaine finished the UNH game with
six shots on goal while UMaine's,goalkeeper Nicole Ricci made 17 saves on 31
shots. Against Keene State, UMaine recorded seven shots on goal with Ricci
saving 16 of 26 shots.
Despite the 0-4start, Buckley and assistant coach Jen Kennedy are not offering
any excuses, but point out that they are
fielding a young team (four freshman
starters and only one senior on the team),
that is playing at Divi;ion I level competition for the first time.

By Shelley Danforth
Staff Writer
The University of Maine women's soccer team dropped to 0-4 last weekend
with losses to the University of New
Hampshire 6-1, and Keene State(NH)3-

0.
UMaine's only goal was scored 1).,
freshman Nicole MacMillan with fresh-man Christina Contardo getting credit for
the assist.
"Nicole had a great shot. We didn't
know she'd scored until the ref p
arms up," said UMaine coach
Buckley.
UNH then st ored four goals in six min,
utes to put the game out of reach. "W
lost concentration for six minutes an
that was the game," Buckley said.
In UMaine's game against Keene
Buckley said her team played very
defensively.

According to Buckley, UNH is ranked
fourth in New England and Keene State
was last year's national Division II runner-up.
"We've played good teams and we've
got to remember that. A lot of these kids
have never played this type of physical
soccer.It's not like high school,"Kennedy
said.
Buckley made line-up changes during
the weekend games, but does not look to
that as the way to get her in the win
column.
"We need to work on intensity,concentration,speed,and decision-making. You
have to know what to do with the ball
when you get it," Buckley said.
Looking forward to Sunday's game with
the University of Maine at Presque Isle,
Buckley wants to cut down on the defensive mistakes and see what her offense
can do.
"I've seen what the defense cando now

An ;lancing:

Family and Friends Weekend
leptember 21-23, 1990
Mark your calendars now for Family and Friends Weekend
1990! You are invited to participate in an exciting weekend
,1 fun, cultural and educational activities, and entertainment
planned just for you.

This annual eve is the highlight of the fall
season t, tr many families, students, and
friends of -'wto University community.
The 1990 Family and Friends Weekend brochure and
registration materials are now available in the
New Stiklent Programs Office, 2:17 Chadbourne Ha'll.
For more imformation, call 581-1826.

Some highlights of Family and Friends Vti,y,,i.t.ef-td include:
• Opening welcome address to families and a special faculty reception onSaturday morning.
• Organizational Fair .featuring exhibits and booths sponsored by over one hundred student
organizations.
• Navajo Day at the Hudson Museum in the Maine Center for the Arts.
• Lobster feast and UMaine football j;4me against University of New Hampshire.
• Antiques, Collectibles, and Craft Market.
• Planetarium shows.
• Public ice skating.
• Maine Center for the Arts performance in Hutchins Concert Hall:
September 22:Avner the Eccentric
An evening of inime, acrobatics and fun for the whole
• Live Music and dancing in the Bcar's Den with -The Bovi

I'd like to see the offense. I'd like to see
some offensive creativity- shots galore,
and concentration for the full 90 minutes," Buckley said.
"We have to be positive. Playing home
should give us a boost," Kennedy said.

Golf
continued from page 21
team with a three day total of 232(80-7775).
"He has the potential to shoot par
conFreshman Jeff Wass has brought, in
Porter's eyes,"great touch and great accuracy" with him from Rockport, ME.
Wass, who shot a 238 (75-84-79), has a
positive attitude and a good knowledge of
the game.
"Ijust concentrate on keepiiig the ball in
play. If! try and do too much with it, I'll
start making mistakes," Wa:s said.
Sophomores Todd Dufresne 237 (7982-76),Marc Merrill 241(83-80-78),and
Jay Livingston 247(83-86-78)round out
the five that made the trip tc West Point.
Also on the roster arejuniors Dan Kelley,
Chad Shaw,Ben Steele,and Dave Kelley.
sophomores Tom Del Rosso,Cary Libby
and Alan Orcutt and freshman Dave
Sibley. They will see playing time as
members of the white team.
Most importantly,however,is the status
ofjunior Brian Lawton,who according to
both coach and players, is undoubtedly
the best golfer on the team. Lawton was at
first unsure about playing but according
to Porter is now ready to play.
Many questions will be answered by
this weekend,when the white team travels
to HUSSOil and the blue team goes to
Middlebury.
"We're anxious to prove ourselves."
Porter said.

Send a
subscription
of the Maine
Campus to
your
grandparents
for
Christmas.
They'll love
it -trust us.
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se p-:?•7
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Atlanta to host 1996 Summer Olympics
ATLANTA(AP)- Rockets flared even
though it was daylight and pandemonium
broke out in celebration Tuesday when
the city was named as the site of the 1996
Summer Olympii:s.
An estimated 5.000people sk ipped work
Tuesday morning and packed the plaza at
Underground Atlanta, in the heart of the
city, to watch the 1996 Summer Olympics site announcement on closed-circuit
TV from Tokyo.
International Olympic Committee
President Juan Antonio Samaranch said
the games were going to "At...." The
throng gasped as one. •
?
"At"as in Athens,or"At"as in A
It was Atlanta, and the town known as
"Losersville" for its sports teams was a
winner at last.
"This was unbelievable," Mayor
Maynard Jackson told reporters in Tokyo."This proves that if you don't run the
race, you don't have a chance to win."
Thousands of Atlantans literally jumped
for • ' .97) and down,just jumping and
scre
P.
ped this so bad," said Janice
"I
1f suburban Decatur.
Stoc
"I
led it because Atlanta is great.
s a lot. We got the (1994)
This
wl and now we've got the
Su
Oly
The: lining ceremony will be July 20,
1996, a stadium that isn't built yet.
"I am absolutely amazed,"said Michael
Lomax, chairman of Atlanta's Fulton

County Commission. "I can't believe
Atlanta has gone from a place nobody
thought bad a chance to really getting
those games."
"It's gong to be great. I'm psyched.
Why else would I get up at 5 in the
morning" said Ginger Thomas of
Marietta. "I want a sairt."
Within seconds of'he announcement,
the crowd was six deep for Atlanta Olympics T-shirts.
The lines were just as long for The
Atlanta Journal's emirs edition, on the
street within half an hour with the
sceaming headline: "it's Atlanta!"
"We were prepared with several stories," said Calvin Stovall, assistant to the
managing-editor. "As soon as the announcement was made, we were able to
hit the button." .
Sports is hardly Atlanta's strong point.
The baseball, football and basketball
teams are perennial losers. The hockey.
team is long gone. An amateur baseball
all-star game this summer, billed as an
Olympic warinup, was a box-office flop.
Atlanta's dream came from a former
Georgia football player,Billy Payne,who
dared to suggest going al;. the Olympics. The spark came vi•
may
Andrew Young, who lc.'
Olympic
city's
the
this year but remained
pitchman even while running an unsuccessful campaign for Georgia governor.
Payne and Young spent three year
$7 million, primarily privately ,

talking to anyone who would listen.
"We have to thank God and pray that we
are worthy and that all of the things that
we have said, we can make come true,"
Young said in Tokyo.
Atlanta has claimed to be "an international city" since the airport sold its first
tickets to Canada. But Tuesday, there
was the sense that the boast was really

true.
"It's going to be a terrific boost for the
economy ... and make this truly an international city," said Ashford Hunter, who
moved here form Jersey City, N.J. "Any
time you've been given the honor to host
something of this magnitude, you should
be proud of yourself."

41111111L__
Tennis
help."
Lick also thanked the governor for his
support of the complex as well as his
being a backer of the university.
"The governor has been an excellent

continued from page 21
supporter of the University of Maine iind
the UMaine system and he has also been
very supportive of the UMaine athletic
department," he said.

The Maine CampuN will be
ha 'ing an open house during
s and friends cekend.
pai
Ifanyone in your lapiily was
me, der of the Ihthie
C ii)us staff, plea invite
them to attend with you to
take a tour ofour facility
and 8t. t: our new equipment
in -NI 'n. We will be ven all
day Saturday.
We are located in the
basement ofLord Hall.
1
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Fun,food,and freebies. All on IBM'. See hovi IBM 1*attioent
Solutions work for you. Ask about special student prices. Check out
our sweepstakes and maybe win an[sum or Mir tickets: Be there!
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GRE PREPARATION COURSE
MONDAYS THROUGH THURSDAYS
4:30 - 6:30 P.M.
SEPTEMBER 24 - OCTOBER 11, 1990
COURSE NO: GRE001
FEE: $70.00
335 43ERT HALL
TO REGISTER CONTACT:
CONFERENCES & INSTITUTES DIVISION
212 CHADBOURNE HALL
581-4092
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Maine Campus
Classified Advertising

er"

Apartments
OLD TOWN
Two bedroom duplex
- located in Old Town.
$350. AvailableOct 1.
Limit 2 people. Call:
• '- 518

For Salb

TRAVEL FREE
Quality vacatians to
exotic destinations!
The most affordable
Spring Break packages
to Jamaica
and
Cancun. Fastest way
to free travel arid $$S!
1-800-426-7710

FOR SALE - 1975
Chevy Caprice. Newly
inspected. Reliable
winter car. $375 or
best offer. Call:
866-3223 before 8pin

Found
Pair of Mountain
glasses. Found near library. Call 866-4084 I
.dentify.
,WAIMILJ=111
,

'84 Renault Alliance
Excellent Condition. 5
speed. Asking $1200.
Call 487-2475 after
6pm

'•

t

,

• to W..

I

4!-,,„;
7,00o •
rracer
Miles.
paycash or
$3)
ments: 5164/MO
takeover. Irnmaculate.
942-0455(10-5 only).

Services'
tst
to

Typing Service
Wordperfect 5.0 pro
gram - Letter quality
printer - Reasonable

Why, Marcie?
-Wend

r

WON IOW,

Buy one

Maine Campls
Classified Advertisemen

Campus Reps Needed
Earn FREE trip and big
conimisions by selling
vacation packages to
ancun, Mexico,
Nassau/Paradise Island, Bahamas & Ja. For more information call toll free
in or out of Connectiut at 800-283-8767
Best fundraiser on
campus!
Looking for a haternity, sorority or stut organization that
would like to make
$500 - $1000 for a one
week on campus marketing project. Must
beor r,ized and haril
wo''.
Call Jennifer
,. at
• 0-592-2121.
,

H

vet.10,1 for
Campus.
writing
ce - get pub,

fot

:271

•

get one for 112 price!
(100d
MO OM

until SeLtmember 24, 1990

'001
Orc, no/DoverFoxcroft, Daily. Contact Steve to discuss
schedule. Call 5647107 eves or 5813257 days.

anted
•

Yvette
:
Stay in Maine
...or else!
Snack
Aft:A.A.-4o ow. ms
Wu!
Whats this about the
Olympics in ATVIA? Are you sure
-iat's not Atlanta
>VIET Georgia?
-Confused (it-lien

When the Sox blow
it, YOU OWE ME
MONEY!
Mugsy.

For Sale - Hand made
I Elecric guitar Signed I
I by Stevie'Ray Vaughn.' I
827-4372
Bass Guitar & Amp
30 watt Peavy amplifier, barely used. Excellent condition.
$150
Serwa Jazzman small
!)i55 $90 or B/0
,o6-2009

Hello Ten,
Glad you could
make the roadtrip!
Smile, Stand, Nap,
Figs, Fun!
-Tay

Energetk Person
to be a representative
Coppertone
for
Springbreak trips to
Cancun, Daytona,
Nassau and ixBest programs
able anywhere.
Incentives and tret
trips possible. Call for
more information 1800-222-4432 and ask
for Brenda or Bruce.
Spring Break ./ Chmt
mas Break Tours.
- Individuals or organizations needed to
promote our Ski/Sun
Tours. Earn Money
and free trips to
Cancun, Daytona,
Vermont, Montreal.
Call: HI-LIFE
1-800-263-.5406
Need extra income for
1990? Earn $500$1000 weekly,
envelopes. For
rush $1.00 with S
to. 0111 Group,
Laural Hill, Orlankio
32818

' '-4

A car fire in the Lord Hall parking lot did totaled this unidentified car
on Monda) afternoon. Firefighters from Orono and the UMaine
departments responded.(Photo by Scott LeClair)

Trustees

continued from page 1

tional reputation in agricuLure and forestry," Woodbury said. "It is time now to
devote the same kind oftalent and,frankly,
dollars, to Maine's other great natural
resource—our splendid seacoast, all its
associated plants and animals, and the
ocean itself."
Some of the money would be used to
create a School of Marine Science within
the University of Maine's College of Science; recruit "a distinguished marine
scientist to direct the new school," and
expand the faculty in marine sciences by
five to seven positions.
Price emphasized that the budget request
was in line with the prevailing mood of
fiscal restraint.
"In terms of percentages,it is the lowest
budget request the trustees have made in
the past 10 years. The new money that is

.1

&
Alien-Wadley
Pushing the Limits of Nonagon
Expanding Your Potential

K.A.
Where are you?! 1
go to Europe in a
week!Call me!Or I'm
gone Ill '91'
Barry

Allen-Bradley is part of the Rockwell
International group of companies and a
leader at the forefront of computer-integrated
manufacturing. We provide customers in over
50 countries with the manufacturing answers
needed to sustain their competitive edge in a
global marketplace.

SEE US
ON CAMPUS!

Maine Campus

Challenging opportunities are available for
graduates with a BS in Electrical Engineering
mputer Engineering to loin our systt
Port engineering training prograrrt
:c available nationwide.

TUESDAY
OCTOBER 23,
1990
I quit
races.

•

•

Stacey,
Where ya been? We
sure do miss you!
The Crew

Pau'
I'll believe it when I
see it.
-AJ

requetAtd 1,,n't to restore cuts that have
beea math, but to take care of urgent
needs like marine studies and $1 million
requested for student financial aid," he
,said.
Trustees opposing the budget proposal
felt the university should be submitting a
larger request. Price said.
"The three dissenters all felt the board,
should be more aggressive in seeking a
higher budget figure. They felt the job of
the trustees was to make the best possible
case for the university's needs."
The board's budget request, which goes i
to the Legislature for consideration,calls
for a budget of $166.2 million for!the
1992 fiscal year, a 13.8 percent increase
over the 1991 budget of $146 million.
For the second year of the biennium,the
board is asking for $185.6 million.

Tall to
progressive growthroriented
company and find out how y u can contribute to our long-term succe4s. You'll
find career challenges and rewrds few high
growth companies can match when you
!
your potential with Allen-Bradley..
(
Ili r placement office or call
Co.ocher:(414) 382-4031. AllenBradley Company, 1AF'. U.S. Sales Group, 1201
South Second Street, Milwaukee, WI 53204. An equal opportunity employer.
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